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RAFT is a result of the assidious effort of many Researchers, Academicians, 
and Students from the disciplines of Geography, Political Science, and 
Information Systems. At the time of this writing al 1 of them, but 
Thomas Anding of the University of Minnesota's Center for Urban and 
Regional Affairs, have moved on to new fields of interest. They ar~ 
recognized here for their contribution, creativity, and persistence. 
The creators and original designers of RAFT are Thomas Anding, Paul Gilje, 
Charles Backstrom, and lndul is Valters. They anticipated the need for 
a Fiscal Pol icy Tool and laid plans to implement it using a Data Base 
Management System Philosophy even before the late 1960 1 s when DBMS's 
gained acceptance . 
The bulk of the design and the implementation was done by David Ruch, 
Jieh Mieh Lee, Joseph Schwebel and myself. David Ruch was an invaluable 
source of ideas and accumulated inumerable hours in the design and programming 
phases of the project, especially with respect to the data input routines. 
He successfully and competently directed the project in its last l½ years 
of development. Without his contribution RAFT would not have been completed. 
The most cumbersome and yet the most important component of RAFT is the 
colossal amount of data used and managed by the system. Jieh Mieh Lee's 
meticulous preparation and organization of the data made RAFT possible. 
His single effort could not be duplicated by any three people working 
together . 
iv _;} ... 
Joseph Schwebel is responsible for this excellent User's Manual as well 
as for some programming of the Data Manipulation Sub-system. Documentation 
is always the most tedious task in any system development effort. Only 
when one considers the myriad of documents that were reviewed and all 
the software testing that was done before the User's Manual could be 
written can the magnitude of the effort be appreciated. 
During the development many students assisted with the design, programming, 
or other aspects of the implementation process. Anne McMahon, Dana Schenker-
Schroeder, James Long, and Richard Kastner provided this valuable support. 
Also, a project such as this requires typing, budgeting, and record-keeping. 
Over the 10 years of development, excellent clerical help was provided 
by Kathy Lunde, Barbara Ostrow, Joan Prochaska, and Shirley Bennett. 
A very special thanks is extended to Karen Prince for her generous patience 
and careful typing of the many drafts of this User's Manual. 
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_13_apid Analysis £.iscal Tool (RAFT) is an information system designed to provide 
Minnesota government officials, researchers, and pub! ic interest groups with 
an analytical tool for evaluating fiscal policy. The system permits rapid 
analysis of the effect of proposed changes in the tax laws and formulas on 
the fiscal situation of local governments and shows the impact on representa-
tive taxpayers in different localities in the state. It also provides 
up-to-date information for comparing local ities 1 relative tax burdens and 
spending levels. This user manual describes the system and provides users 
with the information needed to access it. 
I. I History of RAFT 
The Rapid Analysis Fiscal Tool project (RAFT) evolved from activities of 
two Minnesota non-profit, non-partisan civic groups. The Upper Midwest 
Research and Development Council (UMRDC) studied the effects of taxes levied 
by local governments in the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area in 1966. 
The Citizens League, an independent, nonpartisan, non-profit, educational 
corporation dedicated to improving local government, reviewed property 
taxation i8 the metropolitan area in 1967 in an effort to secure state 
aids to provide-property tax relief. Both organizations found that their 
efforts were hampered by the volume of data, the number of data sources, and 
by the labor required to- a~alyze the effects of alternative tax policies. 
A proposal was made to the Ford Foundation for a grant to develop a set of 
computerized fiscal simulation models of the Minneapol is-~t. Paul metro-
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pol itan area. The proposal was approved, and the RAFT project began develop-
ment work. RAFT 1 s goal is to improve fiscal information available to pol icy- • 
makers by developing the capacity to answer questions such as: if a new 
system of property tax relief based on both income and house values was 
instituted, what would be the effect on taxpayers in various income classes 
living under the various local governments? 
In 1971, the Center for Urban and Regional Affairs (CURA) at the University 
of Minnesota, which had worked with the UMRDC and the Citizens League, took 
over the management of the RAFT project. The project expanded its scope 
to include the entire state, rather than just the metropolitan area. The 
RAFT project was now funded by the Information Resources Development Fund 
(IRDF). This fund was an appropriation of the Minnesota State Legislature 
for research and development in information systems. The IRDF supported 
RAFT from 1971 through 1976, and enabled RAFT to develop into a computerized • 
tool capable of assisting pol icy-makers in analysis of fiscal proposals. 
1.2 Goals of RAFT 
The goal of RAFT is to improve fiscal information available to pol icy-
makers. The tool is intended for use by anyone working with the fiscal system. 
The seven types of potential users are: 
I. Legislators 
2. Legislative staff 
3. Administrative officials 
4. Planners 





6. Research scholars 
7. Business and professional people 
The word 11 fiscal 11 in this manual means the processes of taxation and distri-
bution as they support the business of state and local government. For 




Examples of the process of distribution are: 
State aids to local governments 
State aids to schools 
Federal revenue sharing 
RAFT provides the basic data used in fiscal pol icy analysis. It has put 
the data in an accessible form and has devoted much of its effort to guarantee 
that this data is accurate and timely. Secondly RAFT provides the analytical 
techniques to simulate pol icy proposals to test their effects. 
For example, for property taxation, all data on tax rates, property values, 
and levies for all local governments have been collected using standard 
definitions of the data so that comparisons among local governments are 
possi~le. The data is reported so that the overlap of local governments 
can be taken into account when looking at the effects of policies on tax-
payers. The current tax rates, values, and levies are available so that 
conclusions about pol icy effects are accurate • 
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The simulation model of the property tax can compute the property tax 
using the current formula, can alter the parameters of the formula, or 
can even allow for an entirely different formula to calculate the tax. 
In order to provide the basic data and analytical tools--
I. RAFT has produced computer software that is as generalized as 
possible so that many pol icy proposals can be evaJuated without 
rewriting the programs. 
2. RAFT has taken a statutory and administrative appioach when simu-
lating the fiscal system; the use of economic and statistical 
methods has been minimized. (However, RAFT data is readily avail-
able for input into other statistical and economic analysis packages.) 
3. RAFT has concentrated on the impact of change on individuals 
rather than on units of government or other aggregations. 
4. RAFT produces output in simple and understandable terms to its 
primary users. 
J.3 Limits of RAFT 
An original goal of RAFT was to design computer software for people to use 
without technical assistance. Where there has been a common need for a 
particular model, such as property tax or school aids, a model has been 
developed (see section 1.8 for overview of the models). Many proposals can 
be analysed by simply changing input parameters in the existing program. 
It has not been possible to generalize the software enough to analyse all 








produced to interact with the RAFT system which accesses the data base to 
produce a new report or do a new calculation. The data base itself is 
extensive and its organization sufficiently complex that in most cases the 
technical assistance of a specialist who understands the RAFT computerized 
system and the Minnesota fiscal system will be required. It is certainly 
possible that the expertise needed to directly access the RAFT system could 
be developed in an agency or organization that found extensive use of the 
RAFT system desireable. However, most applications will require the use of 
a specialist to set up the report the first time it is used. It then could 
be produced periodically by the user without the need of the specialist. 
1.4 Accessing RAFT 
Information and access to RAFT is provided by the Minnesota Analysis and 
Planning System, MAPS, 415 Coffey Hall, 1420 Eckles Avenue, St. Paul MN 
55108. Phone 612-376-7003. Specialists are available to discuss with the 
user the data available in the RAFT data base and other allied data bases. 
The specialist will also aid the user in accessing RAFT software and 
preparing other specialized programs. The programs and data base reside on 
the University of Minnesota Control Data Cyber 74 computer. 
1.5 Description of the Data Base 
A data dic~ionary exists which contains the definitions of all of the data 
items potentially included in the RAFT data base. Sixteen categories of 
data are identified: 
Business activity 
Debt and interest of local government 
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Employment 
Real and personal property exempt from taxation 
Expenditures of local government 




Local government property tax levies 
Local government property tax mill rates 
Personal property value 
Population 
Receipts of local governments 
Real property value 
Real property sales ratios 
• 
Definitions of data items are grouped under these major classes. A typical • 
data item defined under the category of local government property tax mill 
rates is the mill rate applied to real property for the retirement of bonded 
debt. 
Changes to the fiscal system can change the definitions oi data items, 
create new data items, or eliminate data items. To solve this problem, 
a separate data dictionary exists for each year. This allows the property 
tax to be computed for each of two different years using the data items 
appropriate for each year. The property taxes can then be compared, even 






1.6 Units of Government 
Because of the overlap of local governments, RAFT created a new unit of 
government called the location. This provided a common denominator necessary 
for doing any study of the property tax. 








State of Minnesota 
Planning Regions (established 




Special Taxing Districts 
(e.g. watershed districts, sewer 
districts) 
Locations 







A location is the area where all six level boundaries intersect to create 
a unique geographic area which is under the jurisdiction of the same planning 
region, county, municipality, school district, and special taxing district. 
(See figure 1 below.) 
FIGURE 
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A location is the area within which the property tax rate is the same for 
all property. Before the location was created, it was not possible to 
evaluate the effect of property tax changes on indicidua) taxpayers. The 
grouping of local governments into seven levels makes it possible to select 
only the information necessary for analysis. A study of the state aids to 
local schools would use data for level 5, the school districts. A property 
tax study requires level 7 or location data. 
The data structure used by RAFT is a three dimensional matrix. One axis 
represents the data elements, another the year, and the third the units of 
government. This structure was chosen because the kinds of questions RAFT 
would address require data that is reported annually for each unit of govern-
ment in Minnesota. For example, property tax studies use the tax rates, 
levies, and total property valuation of each local government. 
Figure 2 pictures the data structure with the sample data point for 
Unit of government: Ramsey County 
Data Element Description: Bonded Oebt Mill Rate 
Year: 1975 
Each year another layer of values for every government unit and every 
data element description is added to the data base. (See figure 2.) 
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Units of government change over time because of annexation by another unit, 
consolidation with another unit, or incorporation. In order to compare tax 
policies from year to year it is necessary to find some method indicating 
when units of government are comparable. RAFT assigns unique identification 
codes to each unit of government. When the unit changes, a new code is 
created. When comparing data across years, units of government whose identi-
fication numbers do not match from year to year are eliminated from the 
comparison. 
1.7 Standard Reports 
RAFT can produce reports based both on the basic data elements and on the 
output from the computational models. This is the most automatic part of 







Manipulate the data before printing it by using addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, and division. 
Rank and sort data elements. 
Graph data elements. 
Compare data elements. 
Sum data elements. 
Print a report of univariate statistics including a frequency 
histogram for any data element. 
7. Write a file of data elements from the RAFT data base for use 
with other computer packages like SPSS; Statistical Package for 
the.Social Sciences, a popular and widely used language for 
statistical analysis, or OMNITAB, a computing system developed 
and maintained by the National Bureau of Standards for numerical, 
statistical and data analysis . 
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I • 8 Mode Is 
The models of the fiscal system compute the various taxes and aids in exactly • 
the same way they would be computed to administer the laws. Each model can 
accept actual data or hypothetical, user-supplied values as input. The 
parameters of the formulas can be altered by the user to test alternative 
policies. Results from the models, generated using different parameters or 
input values, can be compared using the other available capabilities. 
A proposal can be evaluated beforehand by asking "what if11 questions of the 
model and inspecting the results. For example, 11what if the amount of 
credit given to homeowners on their property tax was increased? What would 
then be the property tax burden on the average taxpayer in each municipality 
in the state? What would be the burden if the credit were increased 5%, 
I 0% or even 20%? 11 
The first of these models was the property tax model -which, in fact, answered 
the above questions. The results were first used by the Minnesota Tax 
Study Commission in evaluating proposals before making recommendations to 
the state legislature in 1973, Several other models were developed for 
proposal analysis in other fiscal areas fncluding: 
State ·individual Income Tax 
Federal Individual Income Tax 
Taxable Value of Real Property of Local Units of Government 
Distribution Models: 
State Aids to Education 




The models are computational; they apply a formula that determines a 
particular tax or aid. Each model of a tax computes the tax for an actual • 
or hypothetical individual as if the individual lived in each of the selected 
units of government. Each model of an aid calculates a result for-a parti-
cular unit of government. The user has the capability to try out new 
fiscal policies by altering the parameters of the current formula which 
simulates the pol icy to be tested, 
The set of all the parameters that are used by the model is called the 
Legal Setting. A legal setting is defined for each model for each year. 
Models themselves change from year to year due to changes in law and a 
different model can be created for each year. 
Two types of applications using th~ models can be identified: 
I. Uses that test alternatives to strengthen or improve present 
po I icy. These uses demand only that the numerical values in the 
legal setting be changed. The system is automated to do this 
easily. 
2. Uses that analyze entirely new policies. In this case a new model 
must be programmed. 
An example of the first type of application would be the study of the effect 
of property tax on homeowners. The user may want to calculate the current 
tax burden as well as the burden if the limit on homestead favored valuation 







variable HMSOFL which is set at the current value of the limit on homestead 
favored valuation~ The property tax model is run once using the current 
legal setting, then the value of HMSDFL in the legal setting is changed 
and the model is run again to do all the calculating a second time. The 
results of the two ·calculations can then be compared. 
The second type of application would involve more than just a change in the 
variable values in the legal setting. Suppose a user wished to calculate 
the effect of a new formula for calculating the property tax. Suppose, 
further, that the new formula would use in its calculation the proportion 
of the states unemployed that lived in a particular government unit. Not 
only would the variable representing the data needed, the percentage of 
unemployed, have to be included in the legal setting, but also a new model 
would have to be constructed using the new formula • 
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2.0 Building the RAFT Data Base 
This chapter will describe the RAFT units of government file, the RAFT data 
dictionary, data status reports, the collection and format of RAFT data 
and the building of a RAFT data base. 
RAFT data consists of three types of information. The first is information 
about the units of government in Minnesota. The s~cond is the information 
that defines each element of fiscal data, the data dictionary. The third 
type is the actual data itself. Al I three types of data are needed to 
process a request for a report or proposal analysis using the RAFT OISPLAY 
system. 
Too much storage and excessive costs would be associated with maintaining 
all RAFT data in one large data base. All of the data is not needed for 
every report or study. Only those items which are needed for a particular 
study need be extracted and created into a random access data base at any 
one time. This chapter will describe how to create the random access files 
necessary to make a DISPLAY run from the three types of sequential files 
holding these three types of information. 
2.1 File on U~its of Government 
All RAFT fiscal data is associated with some government jurisdiction. 
Information on these units of government is stored on the units of government 
file. RAFT divides units ~f goverhment into seven levels (see Sec. 1.6). 








other units that this unit is within or related to, the type of unit this 
unit is, and changes that have taken place that have altered the unit's 
boundary in the past. This information is obtained from Abstract of Tax 
Lists, the Minnesota Municipal Commission and the State Department of 
Education. RAFT assigns to each unit a unique identification number based 
on the leve-1 of the unit and the census identification of the unit. 
The information on the units of government is punched on cards with the 








Schoo 1 Di st. 
.School Dist. 
Spec i a I Dist. 
Type 













Official name of the unit. 
Number assigned to this unit 69 RAFT 
staff. It is based on level, Census 
number, and whether or not the unit 
crosses another unit's boundaries. 
Level of this unit. 
Region this unit is in. 
County this unit is in. 
Municipality associated with this 
unit. 
School district this unit is in. 
School district this unit is in. 
Special taxing district associated 
with this unit. 
A sub-division of level; for example, 
a 1 1 1 equals a first class city . 
Item 
Sp Ii t 
Location 
Former Unit 





Indicates whether a municipality or 
school distrlct crosses county lines. 
Consecutive numbers showing the 
locations associated wi·th this unit. 
Contains information specifying changes 
that have occurred to this unit over 
time. 
The cards describing all the units for one year are assembled -in one de~k 
and reside on a file containing similar decks for all years. This file, 
called UNITS, is maintained by the CDC MODIFY sub-system. The decks for 
each year are identified as UNITSXX where XX= the last two digits of the 
year to which the information on the unit applies. 
Each deck, UNITSXX, starts with a card punched with 
year col 1-4 (4 digits) 
0 1 s col 21-80 (zeros) 
and ends with a card punched with 
END 
9 1 s 
col 1-3 
col 21-80 
Normally only the units information for one year (or a group of years) will 
be needed for a run of the DISPLAY syste~. The procedure file, CRUNLT, 
must be called to create the random access UNIT/DATA f-ile from the MODIFY 









The control cards needed and the deck setup fol lows: 
Job card. (Sugg~st T60, CM20000) 
Account card. 
GET,CRUNIT/UN=SZX6013 
CALL(CRUNIT(UNITDA= your unit/data file, STAT= your stat file)) 
9EXIT,EXIT. 
7/8/9 ear 
;',w I DTH 80 
;',NOSEQ 
*EDIT UNITSXX,UNITSXX, ••. 
6/7 /8/9 eoj 
2.2 RAFT ID 1 s for Government Units 
Section 1.6 explains why it was essential for RAFT to define its own set 
of identification numbers for government units. Tables are available to 
change other popular identification codes to RAFT ID's. These are described 
in section 2.5. 
The six digit (six columri), RAFT ID is composed of three parts, a level, 
a unit number, and a unit division number in the following way: 
Co 1 umn 1 ·(One Co 1 umn) Leve 1 
This column is used to indicate the unit level from 1 through 7. 
Columns 2 - 5 (Four Columns) Unit Numbers 
If less than 4 digits these numbers should be right adjusted 
with leading zeroes. 
1. State - Minnesota will be given its 1970 census number, 0027 . 
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2. Regions - These follow official state numbering system. 
3. Counties - These are 1970 census number. 
4. Municipalities - Usually 1970 and 1960 census numbers. 
5. School Districts - Minnesota Department of Education numbers. 
6. Special Districts - The special district place number is 
composed of the following information: 
column 2 - Type. 
column 3 - Geographical breakdown of type. 
I. Covers entire state 
2. Covers entire region 
3. Covers a 11 of one county 
4. Covers a 11 of one municipality 
s. Covers a 11 of one school district 
6. Covers a 11 of more than one county 
7. Covers a 11 of more than one municipality 
8. Covers a 11 of more than one school district 
' 
9. Not coterminous at some point with another unit. 
7. Locations - The location place number will normally be the 
same as that for the municipality in which it is contained. 
However, some townships have more than 10 locations contained 
in their boundaries. When this occurs, the locations including 
Unorganized Territory will be given 6000 series unit numbers. 
Twenty numbers are reserved for one township which has more than 
10 locations within its boundaries. But column 6 will be 
zero. However, certain numbers are reserved for a township 








some townships have more than 30 subdistricts, column 6 won 1 t 
always be zero. 
Column 6 (One Column) Unit Division (Sp] it) Number 
1. For all units county level and above (levels 1, 2 and 3) 
this column will always be zero. 
2. For municipalities, townships, and school districts (levels 
4 and 5) this column will indicate the split of this unit 
between counties, where such splits occur. If a unit is 
wholly within a county the figure in column 6 will be zero. 
The parts of a unit split between two or more counties will 
be numbered consecutively 1, 2, 3, ••• with part of the unit 
in the home county (the county which established the mill 
rate) assigned number I. 
3. For special districts (level 6), this column in most cases 
will be marked zero, regardless of whether it crosses a 
county I ine. This means that all data will be inputted by 
the district as a whole. In some cases this would be un-
reasonable and will be indicated by appropriate numbers in 
column 6 as the instruction for municipalities above. 
4. In column 6 each location within a municipality usually will 
be numbered consecutively from l starting with the lowest 
school district number. However, for split units, they will 
be assigned number I starting with home county, regardless 
of their order of school district number. If -there are any 
subdistricts they wi 11 consecutively follow their locations • 
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2.3 Data Dictionary 
All data elements or attributes are described by an entry in the data 
dictionary. This is true for the set of attributes collected and maintained 
regularly by RAFT and any additional data provided by a user for a particular 
study. As in the case of the units file, a sequential data dictionary 
file is maintained on cards. The cards needed for a study along with any 
new cards created by the user for a study will be extracted from this file 
and created into a random access dictionary file for use by the DISPLAY 
system. 
The information on the data elements is punched on cards, and the collection 
of cards, the dictionary card file, called DICTS, is kept on tape as a 
MODIFY file. As with the UNITS file, there is a separate deck for each 
year called DICTXX, where XX= the last two digits of the year to which the 
dictionary applies. 
RAFT data attributes are di'vided into l.'.:i classes. Within each class, 
elements from the same source are grouped together. Each attribute is 
identified by a five character class name, a one character source grouping, 
and a four digit number; for example, REALPAOOIO. REALP is the class which 
includes all attributes on real property. 1A1 indicates that the attributes 
are from the Abstract of Tax Lists, and the number 1 0010 1 uniquely identifies 
a single attribute as qualified by the first two designations. Note that 
the numbers are assigned by tens to allow room for insertion of new attributes 
between existing ones. Each attribute has the following information stored 






































Name of the attribute class. 
Source document grouping. 
Identification of specific attribute. 
Computer format for printing heading. 
Format used for computer processing 
of this attribute. 
Specifies which levels of units this 
data cannot apply to. 
Indicates if this attribute can be 
summed and compared to higher level 
value for same attribute. 
Number assigned by RAFT staff that 
determines where this attribute will 
be stored in the data base. 
Three line heading for identifying 
this attribute in computer~generated 
reports. 
First 3 letters of attribute name 
and middle 3 digit~ of number used 
to check order of dictionary cards. 
Text of attribute description including 
source and year. 
Same as card 1. 
The attribute description continues on as many cards as needed • 
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Each years dictionary cards, deck DICTXX, starts with two cards punched 
$DICTIN 
$1 
starting in column 1. 
END 
$END 
Each deck ends with two cards punched 
also starting in column I. 
The procedure file CRDICT must be called to create the random access file 
DICTRA from DICTS and any· new dictionary cards provided by the user. One 
years dictionary cards must be extracted from DICTS by use of an edit card. 
A year must be picked that has an entry for every attribute that will be 
used. To add users dictionary cards the RAFT analyst will have to be 
consulted for attribute position numbers and for modify cards to be added 
to the control card deck below. 
The control cards needed and the deck setup is as follows: 
Job card. (suggest T30,CM20000) 
Account card. 
GET,CRDICT/UN=SZX6013 




;', 1 NOSEQ 
add modify cards here if adding attributes 
;',ED IT DI CTXX 








2.4 Sources of Data 
Most of the fiscal data used by RAFT is obtained from various state or 
federal agencies. Two 3 x 5 card files are maintained by the RAFT analyst 
that describe I) data elements that one might wish to collect by source, 
and 2) many of the sources, from which one might collect data, with a 
list of the data items they generate. Copies of the source documents, 
with the names of the corresponding RAFT attributes written in on them, 
are also on file for all data elements that might be collected. 
RAFT currently has data for various attributes from 1960 through 1977. 
The majority of the items are related to the property tax or the 1970 census. 
Other significant holdings include income tax data and data on the receipts 
and expenditures of local governments. At the present, no long range plans 
exist for the orderly acquisition of new data items. Data collection wil I 
depend on requests of users. 
2.5 Manual and Automatic Data Collection 
Fiscal data are processed in two ways. If the source data are not available 
on some sort of computer media, then the information is hand-coded and 
keypunched. If the data can be obtained on tape or cards, the processing 
is done using the computer. This latter process is known as automated 
data acqui~ition. 
To collect data using the manual process, the first step is to decide which 
items on the source documents correspond with RAFT attributes. If the 
source data is not included in the RAFT data dictionary, then new attributes 
are created using the process described in Section 2.3 above. The next 
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step is to prepare a print-out of the names of the units of government along 
with their RAFT ID numbers. This list is often attached to the edge of a 
standard coding form to help in transcribing the data. The data are then 
transferred to the coding sheets in the RAFT data deck format as explained 
in Section 2.7. After the data have been keypunched and verified, the card 
decks are processed by MODIFY and added to the file of data decks for the 
appropriate year using another CDC utility package called LIBEDIT. This 
last step would be done by the RAFT analyst. He might prepare a separate 
raw data file of all your data and whatever other RAFT data is needed. 
This raw data tape in MODIFY Format would be input for creation of the 
data base (see Section 2.9). 
In some cases, manual data collection procedures can be altered so that 
data can be keypunched directly from the source documents. The Pub] ic 
Examiner's data on the receipts and expenditures of local governments was 
punched from the source documents by using a template that allowed the 
keypuncher to select the source data items in the proper order for correct 
positioning on the data card. 
The input for the automatic data collection process is usually a data tape 
from an IBM installation. It is often produced by a COBOL program and written 
at 1600 CPI in EBCDIC on a nine track tape. Tapes of this type can be read 
by the CDC Cyber machine used by RAFT and converted to a form acceptable to 
RAFT software. 
Once the tape is ready to process on the CDC Cyber 74, a conversion routine 








identification code from the record, searches an ID conversion table to 
get the RAFT ID, selects the proper data items from the input record using 
the FORTRAN DECODE statement, and forms one record or card image for the 
RAFT data deck being prepared. (ID conversion tables are available from 
1970 Census ID 1 s to RAFT ID 1 s and from two different ID schemes used by 
the Minnesota Department of Taxation to RAFT ID 1 s.) Each card image is 
written to a temporary file. When the entire data deck is complete, pro-
cessing continues in the same way as in the manual process. 
2.6 RAFT Data Years 
The general rule for assigning a date to RAFT data is that the attribute 
is filed in the year during which it is generated. For example in the 
simplest case, a population estimate made for April 30, 1971 would be 
filed in the 1971 fiJ•e • 
There are several necessary modifications of this rule hov1ever. The first 
of these is necessary to account for different fiscal years. All data is 
filed in the year in which the fiscal year ENDS. Thus expenditure data would 
be filed in 1968 for a city whose fiscal year ran from July 1, 1967 to June 
30, 1968 as well as for the city whose fiscal year ran from January 1, 1968 
to December 31, 1968. 
The next modification of the rule is necessary in those cases where taxes 
are assessed on information or data from one year but paid in the next. 
One example of this would be the income tax system. Taxes are paid in one 
calendar year on income earned in the previous year. However, since the 
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income is reported by units in existence in the present year rather than 
by the units in existence during the period in which it was earned we would • 
run into a problem with correspondence of units if the income earned and 
the tax paid were filed in different years. Filing both data elements by 
the year in which the tax is paid is not only much more convenient in a 
practical sense, but also just as conceptually logical as filing the income 
data in one year and the tax data in the next. Therefore, this data is 
filed by analysis year rather than calendar year. Property assessments are 
also filed in this way. For example, property assessed in 1970 for taxes 
to be paid in 1971 wi 11 be filed in 1971 rather than 1970. 
2.7 Data Formats and Data Decks 
RAFT attributes are organized into data decks for processing. Each deck 
contains from one to seven attributes from the same general attribute class 
for anywhere from one to seven levels of units. The decks are formed in 
card images or cards. Each deck is prefixed by a deck header card that 
includes a deck identification code, the year of the data, and the names 
and numbers of the attributes in the data deck. The format of a single 










Data fie 1 d I 
EXPLANATION 
Identifies the unit of government that 
is associated with the data on this card. 
Uniquely identifies this data deck. 
Year of the data in this deck. 
The data that corresponds to the attributes 












Data fie 1 d 2 
Data fie 1 d 7 
EXPLANATION 
Same as field 1. 
Same as field 1. 
Each data deck is processed using MODIFY and. becomes one MODIFY deck on a 
file that contains all the MODIFY data decks for one year. Each file 
representing one years data is called DATAXX, where XX= last two digits 
of the year. 
The deck identification characters are assigned as fol lows. The first 
letter is chosen from 1A1 - 1 R1 corresponding to one of the following 
eighteen attribute classes. 
Attribute Name 
BUSIN - A LANDU - J 
DBTIN - B LEVYR - K 
EMPLY - C LVYRO - L 
EXMPT D MILIR M 
EXPEN - E PERSN - N 
HMDIS - F POPUL - 0 
HOUSE - G RCPTS - p 
INCOM - H REALP - Q 
I PROP - SLSRA - R 
The choice of the second character depends on whether the deck is the first 
deck of these attributes for this year. If so, the second char·acter is a 
letter starting with 1A1 and continuing sequentially. If the deck is an 
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update, the second character is numeric 0-9 indicating first, second, nth 
update of these attrib~tes for this year. Lists of attribute deck names 
are available through the RAFT analyst in the Data Status Books. (See 
Section 2.8.) 
2.8 Data Status Reports 
Continuing data acquisition requires that special attention be paid to 
keeping track of the data that RAFT possesses. There are three types 
of status information. First, when new data are collected, appropriate 
entries are made in the data status books. These books contain entries 
for every RAFT attribute. Each entry includes information on the source 
of the data, dates when various steps in the collection process were completed, 
the years for which RAFT has data for the attribute, the number of units 
by level for which RAFT has data for the attribute, and the identification 
code(s) for the data decks containing the attribute. 
The second type of status information is a computer report with counts of 
the number of units for which data are present for any attribute. These 
reports are the source of the count information included in the data status 
books. The reports, however, also include a more detailed count of data 
present by county within a level for levels 4 - 7. These reports are bound 
and kept by the RAFT analyst. 
The third type of the status process is the production of status reports. 
for a given data base. Once data have been processed to form a data base, 
it is desirable to obtain status information. As the data base is created, 








second type of status information referred to above. A computer program 
exists that can be used to access this status file to produce a report 
either on all the attributes in the data base or on selected attributes. 
2.9 The Data File - Creating the Data Base 
The next stage in processing fiscal data is the creation of a data base. 
The first step in creating a data base was to establish the information 
on the units of government using the procedure 1 CRUNIT 1 (see Sec. 2.1). 
After this has been done, the dictionary file was created using 1 CRDICT 1 
(see Sec. 2.3). Finally the data to be included in ·the data base is 
selected from the raw data files using MODIFY and processed by the pro-
cedure 1 CRDATA 1 to create the data base and its associated status file. 
1 CRDATA 1 uses a program called 1 DRVDATA 1 • 1 DRVDATA 1 checks the data records 
for errors during the creation of the data base. Each data card is compared 
with its deck header card and rejected if the year or the deck ID do not 
match. 1 DRVDATA 1 searches the unit information already in the data base 
and if the unit ID number on a data record does not have a matching number 
in the unit information, an error is indicated. The information from the 
data dictionary includes a key that tells whether or not a particular attri-
bute can be formed by adding up the units within one level to yield a data 
element for another level. For example, if all the municipalities in one 
county can be summed to form a county total, 1 DRVDATA 1 will calculate the 
sum and compare the result with the separately entered data for the county. 
If the two do not match, an error message is issued. Provision is made in 
1 DRVDATA 1 to perform such sums for all levels, including locations. (In 
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order to carry out this process, it is necessary to have data for all levels 
to be summed.) Attempts to insert data into the data b~se for attributes 
that are not defined, or to insert data with bad punches are detected. 
The procedure file 'CRDATA 1 adds the data selected from the DATAXX files 
to the UNIT/DATA File, UNITDA. This procedure file ·would be run once for 
each DATAXX file used as input. Control cards for 1 DRVDATA 1 are required 
when multiple input files are used. For information see the RAFT analyst. 
The control cards for CRDATA are as fol lows: 
Job card. (suggest T200,CM20000) 
Account card. 
GET,CRDATA/UN = SZX6013. 
VSN(TAPEl = SN __ ~) 
LABEL,TAPEl,Fl=DATA,F=l,FA=P,LB=KL,PO=R. 
CALL(CRDATA(DICTRA=your diet file name, UNITDA=your unit/data 
name, STAT=your stat file name)) 




*EDIT name of data deck,hame of data deck, ••• 
6/7 /8/9 eoj 
2.10 Legal File, Accounting File, and SAVE File. 








with a DISPLAY system run. The accounting file, ACCTFL is maintained by the 
RAFT analyst. Users of DISPLAY must request that an account be opened on 
this file before a run of DISPLAY is allowed. 
The legal file, LEGLFL wil I be required if a DISPLAY run involves the use 
of a model. The legal file contains the legal setting information discussed 
in Section 1.8. DISPLAY itself will give a listing of the legal setting 
for each of the models that are part of the system. See Chapter 4 for 
information on particular models and legal settings. The legal file main-
tained by the RAFT analyst for all current RAFT models will be automatically 
attached to your DISPLAY job. For specially constructed models, the RAFT 
analyst will make a new legal setting entry in LEGLFL or build the user his 
own legal file with the legal setting for his model • 
A SAVE file, SAVEFL, may be created during a DISPLAY run. It will contain 
any data that the user has placed on it using the SAVE command in DISPLAY. 
This file is only a temporary file unless the user makes it permanent or 
copies it to tape. The user could, for example, include the following 
control card at the end of a DISPLAY run to retain a permanent copy of the 
save file under the name RESULT: 
RETAIN,SAVEFL=RESULT. 
This card.would be inserted before the 7/8/9 ear card in the control card 
deck of Section 3.25 • 
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3,0 Accessing a RAFT Data Base - DISPLAY 
DISPLAY is the name of the program that accesses the data base that has been 
created according to the directions given in Chapter 2. DISPLAY is the 
information retrieval and output system. It performs the arithmetic and 
statistical operations and is the user interface to the models of the fiscal 
system. The DISPLAY user writes a sequence of DISPLAY commands which are 
performed by DISPLAY sequentially. 
This chapter will define and give examples of all DISPLAY commands. The 
appendix gives an example of a complete DISPLAY run including definition 
of the data base, the DISPLAY commands, and the output. 
3,1 Overview of DISPLAY 
DISPLAY has the following capabilities. 
l. It will manipulate any RAFT attribute or variable by using addition, 
subtraction, multiplication or division. 
2. It will print any RAFT attribute or variable. This may be done in 
the order of governmental units in the RAFT unit list or the 
print-out may be ranked or sorted by any variable. Use the 
PRINT, RANK, and/or SORT commands. 
3, It will compare variables for each of the governmental units 
called. This process ranks the variables, finds Jhe differenc~ 
between the variables in each unit, and computes percent differences. 





4. It wil 1 compute statistics on any individual variable. Taking 
• the values of the variable for all governmental units requested, 
statistics such as the mean, the median, the variance, the range, 
and other measures are calculated. A frequency chart or histogram 
is also printed which shows how many governmental units have values 
for the variable in certain classes of its range. Use the STAT 
command. See also SUM command. 
• 
• 
5. It will plot one variable or attribute against another. Use the 
PLOT command. 
6. It will allow user to write data onto a file for use by other 
programs such as a statistical package. Use the SAVE command. 
7. It w i 11 a 11 ow comparison of data be tween yea rs even though the 
government units may not be the same each year. Use the BASE 
and Qualify commands • 
8. It will allow the user to specify default values for year, legal 
setting and level for all attributes used. Use YEAR, LEGAL and 
LEVEL commands. 
9. It will allow user to change title of variable or attribute to be 
printed. Use the TITLE command. 
10. It allows the user to select what level of governmental units he 
wishes to see, and allows him to pick either a particular economic 
development region or county for analysis. Use the REGION or 
COUNTY command. 
11. It calls the 11calculators, 11 the models of the fiscal system, 
which the user wishes to operate. Use the CALC command. 
12. It will print the legal setting that is used by the model. Use 
the PR I tHLS command . 
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DISPLAY processes a request in three stages: compilation, data retrieval 
and execution. During compilation the format of the command cards is checked 
and variables and attributes are defined. Durin~ data retrieval the attribute 
data is moved from the unit/data file to a scratch file. During execution 
the DISPLAY commands are actually performed on the data. In general an 
error in an earlier stage will suppress the processing of later stages. 
Processing will however often continue within a stage to give the user as 
much information as possible about errors. For example, if the wrong number 
of variables is included in a SORT command, an error message will be printed, 
the SORT command will be ignored, compilation of other commands will continue, 
but data retrieval and execution of the request will not occur. Errors 
on the YEAR, LEGAL, LEVEL, COUNTY and REGION cards may not terminate further 
processing but may only cause the card to be ignored and a default value 
to be used. 
3.2 Format of the DISPLAY variables and commands. 
80-column cards are normally used to process a DISPLAY request. All RAFT 
statements or commands begin in column 2 and may run through column 80. 
It is not necessary for a RAFT command to be written on only one 80-column 
card. It may continue onto more cards. This is done by placing a numeral 
in column one and then continuing with the command. It is also not necessary 











The user may insert comment cards into his request in order to clarify 
for others (and possibly for himself) what has been done in the request. 
A comment is indicated by placing any character other than a numeral or a 
blank in column one. An asterik is commonly used. Example: 
:',TH IS COMMAND CALCULATES THE TAX ON A $20,000 HOME GI VEN THE 
:',PRESENT DATA AND LEGAL SETTINGS. 
CALC,PROPTAX,73,LS=l,CORMKT=20000 
Notice that the attribute or variable names used are in the form: 
<five letter.classification name>.<letter 4 digit number> 
Example: MILLR.AOOlO 
The attribute or variable name is followed by three numbers in parenthesis: 
the year, legal setting number, and level. Any of these descriptors can 
be omitted and the default values, as determined by the YEAR, LEGAL, and 
LEVEL commands, or as programmed into DISPLAY, wil 1 be used. Unless changed 
by YEAR, LEGAL and LEVEL commands, the defaults are 74, O, and 7 respectively. 
Example: MILLR.AOOl0(72,0,7) 
MILLR.A0020(72) 
A simple variable may be used composed only of five or less letters. A 
simple variable holds only one value and does not have descriptors. 
Example: SUM 
3,3 Card Order 
OUTPT 
MAX 
A DISPLAY request is a sequence of DISPLAY cards in the following order: 
I. REQUEST card 
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2. LEGAL, LEVEL, TITLE, and YEAR cards 
3. Geographical area card; REGlON or COUNTY 
4. Command cards: ARITHMETIC, BASE, CALC, COMPARE, PLOT, PRINT, 
PRINTLS, QUALIFY, RAtJK, SAVE, SORT, STAT, and SUM. 
:;i. ENtJ card 
Multiple requests, each with the above deck structure, may be made in one 
run of the DISPLAY program. The request card for the second request immed-
iately follows the end card for the first request. 
3,4 A~ithmetic Statements 
The four arithmetic operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication and 
division can be performed and the- result placed in a variable or attribute. 
The user may define his own variables by placing them to the left of the 
equal sign in an arithmetic statement. (See Section 3.2 for variable 
format.) 
SYNTAX: 
<variable or attribute> 
where <att var canst> 
<op> 
Examples (starting in column~): 
ITEMP .AUOOl (77, 0,4)=.5 
SUM= .5 
= <att var const><op><att var canst> 
<op><att var const> •••• 
= any attribute or variable or constant 
= + or - or I or* 








MILLR.A0020(76,0,7) = MILLR.A0020(76,8,7) - MILLR.E01bO(J6,0,7) 
ITEMP.AlOOl (77,0,J) = 250.*LEVYR.C0150(7J,0,7) 
CALCA.FOOOl (77,0,7) = ITEMP.04321 (77,0,7)/PERT.A9999(77,0,7) 
ITEMP.Al002(77,l,7) = ITEMP.Al003(77,l,7+1TEMP.Al004(/7,2,7)*L./SUM 
Defaults: 
Operations take place element per element, that is, the operation will occur 
for every government unit. Operands that are constants or simple variables 
are applied to every element of the other operand. If any government unit 
is missing data for a variable included in the operation, a missing data 
flag will be set for that unit in the variable on the left of the equal sign. 
Operations take place in the order written down. There is no hierarchy to· 
the operations. No parenthesis are allowed in th~ expression on the right 
of the equal sign except for those surrounding the attribute or variable 
descriptors • 
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3.5 BASE Card 
The BASE card is used to establish which attribute is to be the standard 
for comparison in the qua] ifying process. This attribute will be used as 
the base for the qua] ification done in all intervening statements until 
another BASE card is processed. (See Sec. 3. 15 for more information on 




<att> = name of attribute to be used as base 
Examples (starting in column 2): 
BASE,REALP.AOOJ0(75,0,4) 
PRINT,MILLR.A0010(74,0,4),MILLR.A0020(74,0,4) 
The BASE statement will cause REALP.AOOl0(75,0,4) to be used as the base 
for qualification of all variables in the PRINT statement and all successive 
statements whether or not it appears as a variable in those statements. 
Defaults: 
The BASE card can only be included if the REQUEST statement indicates that 
the qua! ify option is YES indicating that qualification may occur. (See 
Sec. 3.15 for more information on the qua] ify option on the REQUEST card 
and the qua! ify switch that is set on the QUALIFY card.} 
A BASE card must be included if qua! ification is to occur during the request 
(i.e. the qua] ify switch has been set to ON or YES). The BASE card must be 








3.6 CALC Card 
The CALC command causes execution of the models of particular segments of 
the Minnesota state or lotal fiscal system. To utilize a model the user 
must know its name, which analytical year he wishes to see, and what changes, 
if any, he wishes to make in the way the calculation is done. The legal 
settings may be changed by the user or left in the form defined on the 
LEGAL file. 
SYNTAX:· 
CALC,<model nam~>;~yea~>,~S=<leg~l ~etting number>,<symbol ic name> 




<1 ega 1 setting· number> 
<symbolic name> 
<value> 
= the name of the model 
=·last two digits of the year of the model 
= a positive integer 
Often several runs of the model will be 
made in one request to test the effect 
of several alternatives. A diff_erent legal 
setting number must be given to each run of 
the model so that the stored legal settings 
and the output variables can be differentiated. 
= the name of a variable in the legal setting 
that is to have its value changed. 
= the new value which will replace the default 
setting. <value> carf be a constant, an 
attribute, or a variable • 
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Examples (starting in column 2): 
CALC,PROPTAX,76,LS=l ,CORMKT=25000,SLSRO=SLSRA.A0070(75). 
CALC,PROPTAX,76,LS=2,CORMKT=25000,SLSRO=l00.,CLSRH=.400 
These runs would both calculate the property tax on a $25,000 home assessed 
at a perfect (100%) assessment rate. 1976 mil 1 rates would be used to make 
the calculation. The only difference is that in the ·second calculation 
{LS=2) the favorable classification on homestead property was not allowed. 
Defaults: 
The model name, year, and legal setting number are required fields on the 
CALC card. The other fields are optional and need be used only if the user 
desires to change a value of a variable in the legal setting to be used 








3.7 COMPARE Card 
This command will compare any variable or attribute with any other variable 
or attribute for every government unit requested. The first variable in 
the command is compared sequentially to each fol lowing variable. The two 
variables compared are I isted in ran-k order according to the size of the 
first variable. Differences and percent differences are computed. Printing 
is done automatically and the names of the units, as given in IDENT.AOOlO 






= attribute or variable that all others will 
be compared with 
= attribute or variable to compare to <cattvar> 
Note: COMP can be used as an abbreviation for COMPARE. 
Examples (starting in column 2): 
COMPARE, IPROP.B0270(76,1 ,7),IPROP.B0270{76,2,7) 
COMP,LEVYR.C0090(76),ITEMP.A0580(76), 
I TEt1P .A0:590 (76) 
In the second example above, two comparisons would be produced, the first 
between LEVYR.C0090(76) and ITEMP.A0580(76), and the second between LEVYR. 
C0090(76) and ITEMP.AOS90(76). It would not produce a comparison between 
ITEMP.A0580(76) and ITEMP.A0590(76) . 
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Defaults: 
There must be at least two variable or attribute names on the COMPARE 
card or an error message will be printed. 
A COMPARE command using data sorted by the SORT command will p'roduce un-
predictable results and should therefor~ be avoided.· The IDENTS used by 








3.8 COUNTY Card 
In most cases the user will wish to see only data from a certain part of 
the state rather than from the whole state. A particular county or group 
of counties can be selected for processing using the COUNTY card. (See 
also Sec. 3.17, REGION card.) 
SYNTAX: 
COUNTY,<county name>,<county name> ••• 
where 
<county name> = the name of the county to be processed. 
County names are written using their 
normal official spelling with the following 
exceptions: When the county name consists 
of two or more words a blank may or may 
not be left between the words - the blank 
is ignored. Only the first ten characters 
of the name (not including blanks) may 
be used. St. Louis County is written as 
ST LOUIS (with or without the blank) -
note that there is~ period. 
Note: CO can be used·for COUNTY. 
Examples (starting in column 2): 
COUNTY,GOODHUE 
CO,GOOOHUE,RAMSEY 
COUNTY, LAKE OF THEW 
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Defaults: 
If a COUNTY card has no county name an error message is printed and the 
card is ignored. 
If an illegal county name is used on a card, an error message is printed 
and the illegal name is ignored. The remaining names on the card are processed. 
When level 1 or level 2 data is requested, COUNTY cards are ignored and all 
data at that level is used. 
When level 3 data is requested, COUNTY cards are optional. If no COUNTY or 
REGION card is included, data from all the counties in the state is processed • 
At least one COUNTY or REGION card must be present if data from level 4, 
5, 6, or 7 is to be used. 
More than one COUNTY card may be used but the effect is the same as using 
one COUNTY card with multiple counties 1 isted on the card. 
Data supplied in requests with a COUNTY card is organized alphabetically 








3.9 END Card 
The END card is used to mark the end of a request. At the end of a request 
an accounting statement is printed showing the computer resources used 
in the request. 
SYNTAX: 
END 
Example (starting in column 2): 
END 
Defau 1 ts: 
If the END card is not included, the request will be terminated when an 
end of file or the next REQUEST card is read • 
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3.10 LEGAL Card 
There is a default legal setting number in DISPLAY so that it is not necessary • 
to have a legal setting descriptor on every attribute or variable used on 
DISPLAY cards. The default value is 11011 • The legal setting number is 
always 11 011 for attributes but can be any non-negative integer for the variables 
defined by the user., If a user runs a model several times with different 
legal settings, the existence of this legal setting descriptor allows him 
the convenience of using th~ same variable names. For example, the output 
variable IPROP.B0240(76,1,7) could be the total tax for legal setting I 
calculated for a $20,000 property whlle IPROP.B0240(76,2,7) could be. the 
total tax for legal setting 2 calculated on a $30,000 property. 
The LEGAL card provides a means of changing the default legal setting. 
SYNTAX: 
LEGAL,<legal setting number> 
where 
<legal setting number> = any non-negative integer 
Example (starting in column 2): 
LEGAL,1 
Defaults: 
If a LEGAL card is included then the legal setting number must be included. 
If the LEGAL card is not included then the legal setting default number is. 







3. 11 LEVEL Card 
A request will usually involve data on one particular level of government 
units. The user specifies the level desired in the level descriptor for 
the attributes used. There is a default level in DISPLAY so that it is not 
necessary to have a level descriptor on every attribute or variable used 
on the DISPLAY cards. The level card provides a means of changing the 






<level number> and <level name> for each level are as follows: 
Level of Unit Level Number Level Name 
The State of Minnesota STATE 
The Economic IJevelopment Regions 2 REG 
The Counties 3 COUiHY 
Muni c i pa 1 it i es and Towns 4 MUI~ 
School Districts 5 Su 
Special Purpose Districts 6 SPl) 
RAFT locations 7 LOC 
ifote that LEV can be used as an abbreviation for LEVEL. 
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If the level card is not included or if the level number or name is not 
val id the default value is used: 








3. 12 PLOT Ca rd 
This command will cause from one to five variables or attributes to be 
plotted against a single variable or ~ttribute. All five plots will occur 
on the same graph. The user can specify the range of values to be plotted 
or the system will automatically plot all the values using a scale large 
enough to include all values. If the user specifies the range of variable 
values to be included the results are usually better since the grid marks 
can be made 11 round 11 numbers (i.e. values like 100000. rather than 107643.22). 
X values are plotted horizontally; Y values are plotted vertically. 
·SYNTAX: 






= attribute or variable name 
= integer or decimal number 






The Y variable and at least one X variable must be included. Any or all 
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of the maximum and minimum va 1 ues can be missing. If they are missing the 
whole expression of the form XMIN = <nam> must be missing. If any of 
• the four maximum or minimum values is missing all the others will be ignored 







3. 13 PRINT Card 
This directive allows the user to select which variables he would 1 ike in 
the output. The output will be printed according to the order of governmental 
units in the RAFT Unit List. Basically that 1 ist is ordered as follows: 
Development regions by their numbers, counties in alphabetic order, munici-
palities in alphabetic order within counties, school districts in alphabetic 





<attvar> = any variable or attribute name 
Examples (starting in column 2): 
Defau 1 ts: 
PRINT,IDENT.A0010(72),IDENT.A0020(72),REALP.C0270(72) 
PRINT, IDENT.A0010(72),IDENT.A0020(72), IPROP.B0210(72,1), 
IPROP.B0210(72,2), ITEMP.D4321 (72) ,Ml LLR.A0020("/2) 
The names of the units will not print unless they are requested. The ex-
amples all request this. IDENT.AOOlO and IDENT.A0020 are the attributes 
that hold the names for the units. As many variables as desired may be 
requested. IJine variables will be printed per output sheet if the unit 
names are requested, eleven wil 1 be printed per she~t if the names are not 
requested. If the names are requested initially they do not have to be 
re-requested after the ninth variable. They will automatically print on 
each output sheet. 
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The titles and output format defined for the attribute in the dictionary 
wil 1 be used. Titles and formats for attributes or variables may be changed • 
using the TITLE card (see section 3.23). 
With the exception of the STAT, COMPARE and PLOT commands none of the commands 







3.14 PRINTLS Card 
This command is used to print the legal settings used in the model. Besides 
printing tne symbolic names of all the legal setting variables, their default 
values, and the values actually used (as changed by the user making the 
request), this command also prints a short description of what each legal 
setting variable represents. 
SYNTAX: 
PRINTLS,<model name>,<year>,<legal setting number>, 
<level number>,<model name>,<year>, 




<legal setting number> 
<level number> 
= the name of the model for which this 
legal setting is defined 
= the year for this legal setting 
= a positive integer. The legal setting 
number is the number included in the 
legal setting number entry on the CALC 
card that used the model. The legal 
setting provided for the model, the one 
stored on the legal file has legal setting 
number O (zero). 
= level number 
This number is included for consistency 
and documentation purposes. The number 
must be an integer from 1 to 7 but its 
value is otherwise ignored . 
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3.15 QUALIFY Card 
This command is used to set the qualify switch to yes or no (on or off) 
indicating that qualification will not occur in the subsequent DISPLAY 
commands within this request. 
The qualification process is available to make sure that two or more attri-
butes are comparable, that is, when two attributes are compared it is 
essential that the datum far one attribute for a particular government 
unit is compared to the datum for the second attribute for the same govern-
ment unit. 
The object of the qualification process is to make sure that both variables 
have the same number of elements and that they are in the same order by 
government unit. Qualification usually must be done when attributes from 
different years are to be compared. 
Suppose that the following two attributes are to be compared: 
1974 MILL RATES 1975 MILL RATES 
RAFT ID DATUM RAFT ID DATUM 
7000010 99.0 7000010 100.0 
7000020 98.0 7000030 101. 0 
7000030 97.0 7000. 40 , 102.0 
7000040 96.0 7000050 103.0 
7000050 95.0 7000055 104.o 
7000060 94.0 7000060 105.0 
7000070 93.0 7000070 106.0 
7000080 92.0 7000080 107.0 
7000090 108.0 
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Note that RAFT ID 7000020 does not exist in 1975, and that two additional 
ID 1s, 7000055 and 7000090, have been added in 1975. If a comparison was 
made then incorrect results would occur since there is not a one-to-one 
correspondence between units. The qua] ifying process eliminates inconsis-
tencies by 1) adding a missing datum flag for ID 1 s which exist in the 
base attribute but not in the attribute being qua] ified. 
2) Eliminating a datum where the ID does not exist in the 
base attribute but does in the attribute being qualified. 
3) Realigning the attribute being qua] ified so that there is 
a one-to-one correspondence between its ID 1 s and the 10 1 s 
of the base attribute. 
After qualification has been done the above attributes wil I look as follows 
(assuming that the 1974 mill rates are the base). 
QUALIFIED 
1974 Ml LL RATES 1975 MILL RATES 
RAFT 10 DATUM RAFT ID DATUM 
7000010 99.0 7000010 100.0 
7000020 98.0 7000020 (missing datum flag) 
7000030 97.0 7000030 101. 0 
7000040 96.0 7000040 102. 0 
7000050 95.0 7000050 103.0 
7000060 94.0 7000070 105.0 
7000070 93.0 7000060 106.0 








Note that the qualification process: 
I) Added a missing datum flag for ID 7000020 since it existed in 
1974 but not in 1975. 
2) Eliminated the data for 1D 1 s 700005, and 7000090 since they did 
not exist in 1974. 
3) Realigned the 1975 mill rates so that there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between 1D 1 s of each attribute. 
Qualification is done on attributes which occur in statements following a 
1 QUALIFY,ON 1 statement. The attribute or variable to be used as the base 
· is specified in a 'BASE' statement. (For explanation of BASE, see Sec. 3.5.) 
The qualification process is time-comsuming and therefore it should only be 
used when necessary. Remember, if the qualification switch is on, the 
qualifying process is executed_ even if all ID's are the same. The quali-
fication will cause no changes but the time and money needed to execute the 






<on>= ON or YES means that qualification will take place in all 
succeeding statements until another QUALIFY statement turns 
the qualification process off • 
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<off> = OFF or IW means that no qua l if i cation will take pl ace on • 
succeeding statements. 
Example (starting in column 2): 
QUAL I FY, Qi~ 
QUALIFY,OFF 
A more complete example showing the use of the qualify switch follows: 
REQUEST,0000000, 100,YES,YES 
,':NOTE THAT THE 'REQUEST' STATEMENT INDICATES THAT THE 
*QUALIFYING PROCESS WILL BE USED IN THIS RUN BY THE 







PR I NT, I DENT. AOO l O (7 4, 0, 7) , I DENT. A0020 (7 4, 0, 7) , MI LLR. AOO l O (7 4, 0, 7) 
PRINT,IDENT.A00l0(75,0,7),IDENT.A0020(75,0,7),MILLR.AOOl0(7~,0,7) 
END 
The second YES parameter on the request statement indicates that qualifying 
will be done sometime in this request. This causes the !D's to be stored 
together with the data for each attribute used in this request. This doubles 







If no qualification will be done in this request then this parameter can 
be omitted or specified as NO, in which case the ID's will not be stored 
~nd hence only half the storage will be needed. 
Defaults: 
If no QUALIFY statement is included with the request then the qualify switch 
is off. 
A QUALIFY card can only be included if the REQUEST statement indicates that 
the qualify option is YES indicating that qua! ification may occur. Presence 
of a QUALIFY card when the qualify option is not YES will cause processing 
of the request to halt after compilation. 
If any character string other than YES or ON is present on the QUALIFY 
card the qua! ify switch is set to off . 
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3.16 RANKCard 
This directive will construct a variable containing the rankings of a attri- • 
bute or variable. The form of this new variable must be consistent with 
other variables and should not duplicate any others in the request. The 
second variable listed in the command is the variable to be ranked and the 
first is the variable which will contain the rankings. Additional pairs 
may be inserted in the command if desired. This command does not produce 
any output so the user must specify in a PRINT statement which variables 
he wishes to see. 
SYNTAX: 
RANK,<new var>,<att var>,<new var>,<att var>, •.. 
where 
<new var> = name of variable to receive the rank 
<att var> = any attribute or variable name to be ranked 
Examples (starting 1n column 2): 
Defaults: 
RANK,RANKX.AOOOl (72,0,7) ,Ml LLR~-A0020(72,0, 7) 
RANK,RANKX.A0002(72),IPROP.B0270(72,3,7), 
RANKX.A0003(72),IPROP.B0270(72,4,7) 
There must be an even number of variables in the variable list. An error 







3. 17 REGION Card 
In most requests the user will wish to see only jata from a certain part 
of the state rather than from the whole state. A pa~ticluar region or 
a group of regions can be selected for processing using the REGION card. 
(See also Sec. 3.8, COUNTY card.) 
SYNTAX: 
and 




= REG<region number> 
= the number of the region as designated 
by the State Planning Agency. For example, 
the Metropolitan Region is written REGll 
and the Arrowhead Region is written REG3. 
Note that more than one region name can 
be included. 
Note that REG can be used for REGION. 
Example (starting in column 2): 




If a REGION card has no region name an error message is printed and the 
card is ignored . 
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If an illegal region name is used on a card, an error message is printed 
and the illegal name is ignored. The remaining names on the card are processed. 
When level l or level 2 data is requested, REGION c9 rds are ignored and all 
data at that level is used. 
When Level 3 data is requested, REGION cards are optional. If no REGION or 
COUNTY card is included, data from all the counties in the state is processed. 
At least one REGION or COUNTY card must be present if data from level 4, 5, 
6, or 7 is to be used. 
More than one REGION card may be used but the effect is the same as putting 
multiple regions on one REGION card. 
Data supplied in a request with a REGION card is organized alphabetically 








3.18 REQUEST Card 
The REQUEST card identifies the user and his account for project control 
purposes. In addition it allows the user several options during the execu-
tion of a DISPLAY run. 
SYNTAX: 
REQUEST,<acct number>,<line limit>,<status option>,<qualify option> 
where 
<acct number> 
<page 1 imit> 
<status option> 
= account number assigned by the RAFT analyst. 
An illegal account number will cause an error 
statement to-be printed. The cards in the 
_iequest will b~ ptinted _but not processed. 
= number. There is a possibility with some 
types of ~ser errors that t~e computer 
will print out a large number of pages of 
meaningless data. DISPLAY is programmed 
to terminate printing after 100 pages. If 
the user feels that his request will take 
more than this number of pages then he 
may specify a higher value. 
= YES or NO. 
For each data item used in the request 
(and if a model is called for each data 
item within that model), DISPLAY will auto-
matically print the status of that item 
within the data files - whether there is data 
filed and for what level of units. This 
is valuable for the user on his initial 
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<qua 1 i fy option> 
request but becomes redundant if he is 
making two or more requests on the same 
data item. Therefore DISPLAY has the option 
of deleting thi·s status description. 
= YES or NO. 
This option must be YES in order for the 
RAFT ID numbers to be read from the RAFT 
data base. Qualification is a process 
used to guarantee that data from different 
years can be compared. If this option is 
YES the qualify option flag is set to YES. 
(See QUALIFY command Sec. 3.15.) 
Note: REQ can be used for REQUEST 





Page limit= JOO 
Status option= YES 
Qualify option= NO 
If the REQUEST card is missing an error message will be printed. All 
DISPLAY commands up until the next END or end of file card will be printed 








The account number on the request card is the key used to find information 
about the user on the account file. The users name and other identification 
information extracted from the account file is printed at the beginning 
of the request run • 
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3. 19 SAVE Card 
This command is similar to the PRINT card except that the output is placed • 
on a SAVE file instead of being printed. (See Sec. 3.13, PRINT card, for 
details.) Titles are not printed and output is not formatted into pages. 
The SAVE command is the usual way to make output of DISPLAY available to 
other programs such as a statistical package like SPSS, the Statistical 
Package for the Social Sciences. 
SYNTAX: 
SAVE,<att var>,<att var>, ••• 
where 
<att var> = any attribute or variable name. 




Data written on the save file during one DISPLAY run is written as one 
file. This is true even if the output to the save file is produced by 







3.20 SORT Card 
This directive will sort variables according to the order of one key variable. 
The key variable is the first variable specified in the command. Unless 
the key variable is specified later in the command the key itself will not be 
sorted. Variables are specified to contain the sorted variables or attributes. 
After the key variable on the sort card, pairs of variables are listed with 
the first variable of each pair to receive the sorted values of the second 
variable. If the sorted variables are to be printed thci unit names should 
also be sorted. The sort does not produce printed output. The PRINT 
command must be used to print any variable that the user wishes to see. 
SYNTAX: 





= <the attribute or variable that determines 
the order> 
= will contain the sorted values of the 
variable or attribute thit follows it in 
the list after the sort is finished. 
= attribute or variable to be sorted. 
Examples (starting in column 2): 





Note that in the first example the sort key itself is sorted. 
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Defaults: 
There must be an odd number of variables in the variable list. An error 








3.21 STAT Card 
This directive will compute and print various statistics on any variable 
or attribute. The statistics are: the number of observations, units 
missing data, the mean, the median, the variance, the standard deviation, 
the minimum, the maximum, the range, the 25th percentile, the 7~th percentile, 
the interquartile deviation, the Pearson coefficient of skewness, and the 
sum of all observations. A histogram or frequency chart is also printed. 
These statistics will be printed on one page for each variable. More than 
one variable may be requested in each command • 
. SYNTAX: 
STAT,<att var>,<att var>, ••• 
where 
<att var> = any variable or attribute 
Examples (starting in column 2): 
STAT,MILLR.A0010(77,0,7) 




3.22 SUM Card 
The SUM command causes the values of a attribute or variable to be summed 
over all government units at that level that have been included in the 
request. A simple variable must be specified to hold the sum. 
SYNTAX: 




= attribtite or variable to be summed 
= simple variable. to receive the sum 












3.23 TITLE Card 
The TITLE card allows the user to change the title which is printed in 
page headings, the format used to print the page headings, or the format 
used to print the data for any attribute or, variable. 
SYNTAX: 
TITLE,<att var> 
<line l>,<line 2>,<l ine 3>,<HFMT>,<DFMT> 
where 
<att var> 
< 1 i ne 1 > 
<line 2> 




any attribute or variable name except a 
simple variable. 
a string of ten or less characters to be 
used as the first 1 i ne of a title. The 
string must begin with an alphabetic 
character. It may contain alphabetic 
numeric characters only. No special 
characters. Blanks are ignored. 
and 
= same as 11 1 i ne l 11 but used as second 1 i ne 
of title. 
= same as "line 111 but used as third line 
of title. 
= format used to print 11 1 ine 1, 11 11 1 ine 211 
and 11 1 i ne 311 and can be one of the fo 11 owing 
in the FORTRAN tradition: 
A,R each followed by an integer 
indicating field width 
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<DFMT> = format used to print data. It can be 




each followed by an integer 
indicating field width. 
each followed by a W(D) 
specification where Wis 
an integer indicating field 
width and Dis an integer 
indicating the number of 
places to the right of 
the decimal point. 
Example (starting in column 2): 
Defaults: 
TITLE, INCOM.B0300(75,0,4)=GROSS, INCOME,DOLLARS,Al0,Fl2(3) 
TITLE,MILLR.AOOlO=TOTAL,MILL,RATE,A6,F6(3) 
If the title card is not included the attributes will have the title and 
format given by the dictionary file. Variables will have their name used 
for a title with <HFMT> = AlO 
<DFMT> = G15.9 







3 .24 YEAR Ca rd 
There is a default year defined in DISPLAY so that' it is not necessary to 
have a year descriptor on every attribute or complex variable used on DISPLAY 




<year> = last two digits of new default year, 
65 .::_year.::_ present. 
Example (starting in column 2): 
YEAR,77 
Defau I ts: 
If a YEAR card is included then the year field must be present. If the YEAR 
card is not included then 
year= 74 
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3.25 Executing DISPLAY 
The procedure file, DISPROC, must be called to execute the DISPLAY system. • 
The control cards needed and the deck setup follows: 




(needed only if MODEL is used) 
A,MODELZZ. 
GET,DISPROC/UN=SZX6013. 
CALL(DISPROC(DICTRA = your diet file name, 
UNITDA = your unit/data file name, 
STAT = your stat file name)) 
RETAIN,SAVEFL=your save file name/NA. (optional) 
7/8/9 ear 
Your display request (remember commands start in column 2) 







4.0 Simulation of Pol icy Alternatives 
This chapter will describe the various models that can be used to simulate 
various pol icy alternatives. The models described here are the ones already 
programmed and now available in the DISPLAY system. DISPLAY is a general 
system to which additional models can be added with a minimum of programming 
work. The models are accessed in the DISPLAY user request by using the CALC 
command. (See Sec. 3.6.) 
A model must be created for each year because there are often differences in 
the model between years. Sometimes there is I ittle or no change in a model 
from year to year (for example, the property tax model is the same for 1974 
and 1975), but in other cases· there is a drastic change from year to year 
{for example, the property tax model changed in 1976 due to the implementation 
of the income adjusted homestead property tax credit.). For each year of 
each model there is a corresponding legal setting. The legal setting is the 
set of all parameters that are used by the model. 
The legal setting is a list of symbolic names for th~ data that will be used 
by the model and for the output produced by the model. For each symbolic 
name the legal setting contains default constants, attribute or variable 
names, year and level values for the default attributes and variables, and 
descriptive information. A short description section for the legal setting 
or associated model is placed at the end of the legal setting. The symbolic 
names are divided into three types: input, input/output, and output. The 
input symbolic names represent a constant, variable name or attribute name 
that will be treated as input to the model. These attributes or variables 
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must have a value assigned at or before the time in the request that the 
model is called by the CALC statement. The output symbolic names correspond • 
to output variables which are saved at the end of the run of the model for 
printing or later use within the request. Input/output symbolic names 
generally represent constants used by the model for computing results. An 
example would be income tax brackets and rates in the income tax models. 
If these input/output names represent constants they are treated as inputs. 
They represent values that_ are input to and used by the model. If they are 
attributes or variables, however, they are treated as output. They are 
available like other output of the model for further processing. In this 
case they are not available as input. 
For example, imagine a model, say UNEMP, that would calculate the percent 
unemployed in each county. A possible legal setting might be: 
























The symbolic names NOEMP,NOUNEMP and TOTALPOP represent input values to be 
used by the model. The default values for NOEMP and NOUNEMP are the attri-
butes POPULEOOOJ and POPULE0002 respectively. The default for TOTALPOP is 
the constant 2437281.0. PERCENT represents the output variable UNEMPAOOOJ 
which would contain the results of the calculations for each county. Note 
that if TOTALPOP represented a attribute or variable, it would be an output 
and not an input of the model. 
The CALC statement that calls the model can change the default values in any 




1) The attribute POPULE0002 to replace POPULEOOOJ as the input value 
for NOEMP. 
2) A new constant 2438182.0 for the TOTALPOP figure to be inputted 
to the model. 
3) The variable, UNEMPA0004(77, 1,3) to be the recipient of the output 
values, PERCENT, produced by the model. 
As the result of the CALC statement, the original legal setting, legal setting 
O, is modified in the above way and defined as legal setting 1 for the model 
UNEMP • 
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4. 1 The Property Tax - 1976 
The property tax model, PR0PTAX, will calculate the property tax on a parcel • 
of agricultural or non-agricultural homestead property. It calculates the 
tax both before and after the circuit breaker, the income adjusted homestead 
credit, is applied. The model will also calculate the circuit breaker credit 
for renters. This model will calculate the tax for all government units 
specified. The model is run at level 7 {by individual location)i·and the 
appropriate mill rates for the county, numicipality, school district, and 
special districts that apply to each location are used in the calculation. 
·The property tax payable is the result of multiplying the mill rate times 
the assessed value and subtracting credits. Assessed value is computed by 
multiplying limited market value by sales ratio. Credits subtracted are the 
homestead credit and the circuit breaker credit. 
In addition to the property tax, all intermediate values calculate~ by the 
model are available as output. Assessed value, taxable value and the amounts 
of homestead and circuit .breaker credits are all available. See the legal 
description for explanation of the output variables. 
In Deta i I 
First the income-adjusted homestead_ credit, (circuit breaker credit), is 
calculated. Housefold income, HINC0ME, is specified by the user or the 
default value, $12000, is used. Household income is defined as federal 
adjusted gross income and all non-taxable income except gifts from non-







government agency, or relief through the Senior Citizens Property Tax Freeze, 
or relief granted under the Income-Adjusted Homestead Credit Act itself. 
There are NCLASS, default 25, class minimums, CLASS] to CLASS25, included 
in the legal setting. HINCOME is compared to the class minimum to find the 
appropriate income class. The circuit breaker percentage, PCLASSI to 
PCLASS25, and the circuit breaker maximum credit, CCLASSI to CCLASS25, for 
the appropriate class are assigned to circuit breaker percentage, CBPER, 
and circuit breaker maximum, CBMAX, respectively. 
For elderly or disabled taxpayer IFLG65 in the legal setting should be set 
to I. The default value is 0. If IFLG65 is I, then an additional credit, 
SRCITAD, default $200, is added to CBMAX. 
If the taxpayer is a renter, gross rent, GRENT, will not be zero. For 
renters the portion of rent qualifying as property tax, BPROPTX, is calculated 
by taking gross rent, GRENT, minus charges for utilities, furniture, services,. 
etc., CHARGES, and multiplying the result by the portion of rent qualifying 
for property tax, RENTPR. Circuit breaker credit, CCREDIT, is calculated 
as the minimum of BPROPTX - (CBPER * HINCOME/100) and CBMAX. This concludes 
all calculations of the model for a renter. All other output values such as 
assessed value, ASSDVAL, are meaningless for renters. Note that the default 
values for GRENT and CHARGES is zero and for RENTPR is .20. 
Next for non-renters assessed value, ASSDVAL, is calculated. ASSDVAL is the 
product of limited market value, VALUE, default value 40000, and sales ratio, 
SLSRO, default value attribute SLSRA.A0070, divided by JOO. To calculate 
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taxable value, TAXVALU, the minimum of ASSDVAL times homestead favored 
class ratio, CLRAHM, and homestead favored limit, HMFAVLM, times CLRAHM is • 
calculated. This minimum is added to the maximum of the product of the 
non-favored homestead class ratio, CLRANOH, times the difference between 
ASSDVAL and HMFAVLM, and zero. In symbols 
TAXVALU = MIN(ASSDVAL*CLRAHM,HMFAVLM*CLRAHM) 
+MAX( (ASSDVAL-HMFAVLM)*CLRANOH,O.O) 
The default for CLRAHN is .25, for CLRANOH is .40, and for HMFAVLM is 
12000 . 
. If the calculations are to be calculated for agricultural property the input 
variable AGHMSW ls ~era; the default value is one. For agricultural property 
the gross tax subject to credit, GTAXCR, for an agricultural homestead is 
calculated. TAXVALU is multiplied by the agricultural residential mill rate, 
CRMILAG, divided by 1000. The default for CRMILAG is attribute MILLR.A0033. • 
For non-agricultural property the same calculation of GTAXCR is performed 
but the non-agiiculture residential mill rate, CRMILLR, default attribute 
MILLR.A0030, is used in place o·f CRMILAG. 
The remainder of the calculations are the same for agricultural and non-
agricultural property. Gross tax not su)Jject to credit, GTAXNOC, is calcu-
lated. TAXVALU is multiplied by the debt mill rate, RMILLNC, default 
attribute MILLR.A0020, divided by 1000, The tax credit, TAXCR, is the mini-
mum of GTAXCR times homestead credit rate, HMCRR, and homestead credit limit, 
HMCRLM. The default for HMCRR is .45 and for HMCRLM is 325.00. Finally, 
BPROPTX, the property tax before the circuit breaker credit is applied, 






The gross circuit breaker credit, GCREDIT, is calculated as the minimum 
of circuit breaker maximum, CBMAX, and the quantity CBPER times HINCOME 
divided by 100 subtracted from BPROPTX. In symbols: 
GCRED I T=M IM ( CB MAX, BPROPTX- ( CBPER~'-H INCOME/ 100)) 
The circuit breaker credit, CCREDIT is calculated as GCREDIT minus TAXCR. 
Notice that the homestead tax credit is subtracted from GROSS circuit 
breaker credit. 




CBPER,CBMAX by Table lookup· 
IF IFLG65=1 CBMAX=CBMAX+SRCITAD 
IF GRENT>O 
BPROPTX=(GRENT-CHARGES)*PENTPR 
CC RED I T=M IN (BPROPTX-CBPER;',H I l~COME/ 100, CBMAX) 
ASSDVAL=VALUE*SLSR0/100 





GTAXCR=TAXVALLJ;',CRM I LLR/ 1 000 
GTAXNOC=TAXVALLJ;',RM I LU~C/ 1000 
TAXCR=M IN ( GTAXCR;',HMCRR, HMCRLM) 
BPROPTX=GTAXCR-TAXCR+GTAXNOC 











STOP 1. 0 0 
.lJI=" 40000.00 












>-iMF AVL'-1 12000.00 
HMCPR 0.45000 



























PCLASSl 1. 0 
PCLASS2 1.5 
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767FLDEqLY,DISA8L~D ADDITION~L CH 
7 6 7 PO ~n I O l\j OF ;:? EI -JT FOR P ~w P T A X 
767ASSFSSEO VALUE 
767Tf\XldLE Vil.LUE 
767GROSS TAX ELIGIBLE FO~ CREDIT 
767GRUSS TAX NOT ELIGIBLE FOS CREDIT 
767TAX CREDIT 
767~-iET PROPcJHY TAX 
767CB PERCE:.NTAGE 
767C8 ~AXIkUM CREDIT 
. 767PRUPERTY TAX BEFORE CB CPFDIT 
767~ROSS CIRCUil-BkEAKER CREDIT 
767CIRCUIT-8REAKEP CREDIT 
PROPERTY TAX SETTINGS FOR 1976. THIS MODEL ASSUMES HOMESTEAD PHUP~RTY. 
THE 8ASIC INPUT IS MARK!::T VALUE OF A HOMFSTEAO. ASSESSED VALUE IS 
DfFINED TO BE MARKET VALUE ADJUSTED BY T~E SALES RATIO. TAXABLE VALUE 
rs PRODUCED BY APPLYING THE CLASSIFICATION RATIOS AND LIMITS ro 









4.2 Minnesota Individual Income Tax 74 
This model, MINNINC 74, will calculate Minnesota state income tax for an 
individual using the standard deduction. The various adjustments are made 
to federal adjusted gross income to arrive at Minnesota gross income. The 
standard deduction is calculated and subtracted to find taxable income. 
The rate schedule is used to calculate gross income tax. Finally personal 
and dependent credits and rent credit are deducted to find net income tax. 
The program has been generalized so that provi£ions for using itemized 
deductions and various other credits can be easily added. Several output 
variables represent these unimplemented features and at present will return 
zero values. 
The model would usually be run at the state level, level I. However, if 
data on average income was available for each county or other government 
unit it would be possible to run the model at any level. 
In detail: 
First Minnesota gross income, GINCM, is calculated by adding certain amounts, 
ADD2FED, and subtracting certain amounts, SUBFED, from federal adjusted 
gross income, FAGI. Additions to federal, ADD2FED, include federal income 
tax refund from previous year, FREFUND, any medical expenses allowed in 
Minnesota but not allowed as a federal deduction, ADDMED, and other miscell-
aneous additions, ADDITINo Subtractions, SUBFED, include tax refunds from 
other states, SREFUND, total pension income, PENSION, and the total of all 
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other subtractions, SUBTRCT. Minnesota adjusted gross income, AGIM, is 
Minnesota gross income, GINCM, minus federal income tax paid in the current • 
year, FEDTAX. 
Next deductions are calculated. Total itemized deductions, TOTIDED, are set 
to zero. (They could be added to the legal setting as an input.) The 
standard deduction, SDEDM, is the Minnesota standard deduction rate, SDRATE, 
times adjusted gross income, AGIM, or the Minnesota standard deduction limit, 
SDLIMIT, whichever is less. The Minnesota deduction, DEDM, is the maximum 
of the itemized, TOTIDED, and the standard, SDEDM, deductions. Minnesota 
taxable income, TAXINM, is then adjusted gross income, AGIM, minus deductions, 
DEDM, or zero if deductions are larger than adjusted gross income. 
The Minnesota gross income tax, GTAXM, is calculated as the sum of various 
rates applied to components of taxable income, TAXINM. The .first $500 is 
taxed at one rate; the second $500 is taxed at another rate, etc. The pro; 
cess is to find the size of each bracket and to apply the correct rate to 
it to get the tax on the income that falls in that bracket. This is done 
for all brackets up to and including the one in which taxable income, 
TAXINM, falls. The tax on the income in each bracket is accumulated to 
give the gross tax, GTAXM. The brackets and the rates are specified in the 
legal setting as variables CLASS1 to CLASS24 and RATE1 to RATE24. Note' 
that the rate for CLASS(I) applies to the income in bracket CLASS(l-1) to 
CLASS (I). 
Finally Minnesota net income tax, TAXMINN, is found by subtracting all credits 







the number of personal and dependent deductions, ANPDDED, times the dependent 
credit amount, DEPRATE. The Minnesota gross tax before credits, GTAX2, is 
Gross Tax, GTAXM, minus CREDPD or zero if C~EDPD exceeds GTAXM. Rent Credit, 
RENTCR, is the minimum of rent paid, RENT, times the rent credit rate, 
RENTRT, and the rent credit limit, RENTLIM. Senior Citizens credit, CRED65, 
and non-pub I ic shcool credit, CREDPSC, are not calculated in this model 
but set to zero. Minnesota net income tax, TAXMINN, is then GTAX2 minus 
RENTCR minus CRED65 minus CREDPSC. If this net tax is less than zero it 






AG I M=G INCM-FEDTAX 
TOT I DED=O 
SDEDM=MIN(SDRATUAGIM,SDLIMIT) 
DEDM=MAX (TOT I DED, SDEDM) 
TAXINM=MAX(AGIM-DEDM,O) 
GTAXM=calc from Tables using TAXINM 
CREDPD=ANPDDED*DEPRATE 
GTAX2=MAX(GTAXM-CREDPD,O) 
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4.3 Federal Individual Income Tax 74 
This model, FEDINC74, will calculate federal income tax for an individual. • 
The model follows form 1040 except that medical and some other deductions 
and credits are not calculated. Income is first calculated. Then the itemized 
or standard deduction plus exemptions are subtracted. Income tax is calculated 
using the appropriate tax schedule. 
The program has been generalized so that many additional features can be 
easily added. At present all adjustments, deductions, and credits not 
implemented are set to zero. The model would usually be run at the state 
level, level l. It would be possible to run ·the model at any level for 
which the user provided data. 
In deta i I: 
"First federal gross income, FGINC, is calculated as wages, WAGES, plus gross 
, 
dividends, GDIVID, minus excluded dividends, EDIVID, plus interest income, 
AINTRST, plus all other income, OINC. Adjustments to gross income, FADJ, is 
set to zero. Federal adjusted gross income, FAGI, is gross income, FGINC, 
minus adjustments, FADJ. 
Next the amount of deduction is calculated. The standard deduction, ·FSDED, 
is adjusted gross income, FAGI, times the standard deduction rate, FSDRATE, 
but no more than the maximum standard deduction, FSDLIMT. Itemized deductions, 
FIDED, is interest paid, ANTRSPD, plus Minnesota income tax paid, TAXMINN, 
plus property taxes paid, PROPTX, plus sales tax paid, SALSTX, plus medical 







The actual deduction, FTDED, is the maximum of the standard deduction, FSDED, 
the itemized deduction, FIDED, and the low income allowance, ALLOWL. 
Federal net income, FNETINC, is the result of subtracting the deduction, 
FTDED, from adjusted gross income, FAG!. Federal taxable income, FTAXINC, 
is net income, 0FNETINC, minus the amount of personal exemptions, FEXMPT. 
FEXMPT is equal to the number of exemptions, ANEXMPT, times the amount allowed 
per exemption, AMTEXMT, but no more than net income, FNETINC. 
Taxable income is uesd to calculate the federal gross tax, FGTAX. One 
of four schedules is used depending on the marital status code, ASTATUS, 
in the following manner: 
ASTATUS Table 
X single 
2 y married filing joint 
3 y married f i 1 i ng separate 
4 z single, head of household 
The tax brackets, actually the maximum for each bracket, and the tax rate 
for each bracket are included in the legal setting for each of the four -
schedules. For example, the tax rate, RATEX4, is applied to earnings between 
amounts CLASSX3 and CLASSX4 for a-single taxpayer. 
Federal gross tax is the sum of various rates applied to the components of 
taxable income in each of the various tax brackets. The process is to find 
the size of each bracket and apply the correct rate to it to get the tax 
on the income that falls in that bracket. This is done for all brackets up 
to and including the one in which taxable income, FTAXINC, falls . 
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on the income in each bracket is accumulated to give the gross tax, FGTAX . 
Tax credits, FTAXCR, and other federal taxes, OTEDTAX, are set to zero. 
Finally net federal income tax, FEDTAX, is federal gross tax, FGTAX, minus 
credits, FTAXCR, plus other taxes, OFEDTAX. 
Formu 1 as: 
FGINC=WAGES+GDIVID-EDIVID+AINTRST+OINC 
FADJ=O 
FAG l=FG I NC-FADJ 





FEXMPT=M IN (ANEXMPF,ANTEXMT, FNET I NC) 
FTAXINC=FNETINC-FEXMPT 
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4.4 School Aids 74 
The school aids, SCHAID74, model will figure the amount of foundation aid 
paid to a school district. The foundation aid includes aid for students 
in grades K-12, AFDC students, AVTI students, and aid for support or growth. 
. . 
The model would usually be run at level 5, the school district level. It 
would calculate the school aids for each schoo.1 district in the counti~s 
or regions choosen. For each district data on average daily membership, 
pupil units from previous year, property valuation, and total receipts are 
used to calculate pupil units for the present year and the various school 
aids. 
In deta i 1: 
First the number of actual pupil units, APU, is calculated for grades kinder-
garten through 12 as the sum of average daily membership, ADMKNG, ELEADM, 
or SECADM, multiplied by their respective pupil unit rates, RATKNG, ELERAT, 
or SECRAT. The number of AVTI actual pupil units, RVTAPU, is calculated 
separately as average daily membership, RVTADM, times AVTI pupil unit rate, 
RAVTR. Support units, SUPUNIT, are given to districts with declining 
enrollment~ Any decrease in actual pupil units from the previous year, 
PREVAPU, minus APU, is multiplied by the support rate, SUPRTRT, to get 
SUPUNIT. If there has been no decrease in pupil units SUPUNIT is zero. 
Growth units, GROWU, are given if pupil units have increased over a certain 
percentage. The rate of increase in pupil units is this year's pupil 
units, APU, minus last years, PREVAPU, divided by PREVAPU. If this rate 
exceeds the rate that must be absorbed by the district without special aid, 
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GROWABS, then GROWU is the number of units of growth, APU-PREVAPU, times the 
rate to be applied, GROWRT. If the growth in pupil units does not exceed 
GROWABS, GROWU is set to zero. 
AFDC units, AFDCU, are given if there are AFDC children in the school district. 
The AFDC ratio, AFDCR, is AFDC enrollment, AFDCN, divided by actual pupil 
units, APU. The rate used to establish AFDC units is a minimum rate, AFDCBASE, 
plus an extra amount, AFDCCON, d~pending on the AFDC ratio. This amount 
AFDCCON is found in a table by comparing AFDCR to a table of limits, AFDCLIM, 
until a 1 imit is found greater than AFDCR. The corresponding table entry 
. in table AFDCCON is the extra amount to be used in the calculation. AFDCU 
then is AFDC enrollment, AFDCN, times the sum of AFDC base rate, AFDCBS, 
and the amount from the table, AFDCCON. 
Total residential pupil units, TOTRPU, is the sum of four types of units 
calculated above. ,TOTPRU equals actual pupil units, APU, plus support units, 
SUPUNIT, plus growth units, GROWU, plus AFDC units, AFDCU. Next the formula 
allowance, FALLOW, is calculated~ It is the minimum of the maximum per pupil 
school aid; APUMAX, and another quantity calculated by modifying adjusted 
maintenance cost per pupil, ADJMCST. The modification is made by adding to 
ADJMCST the maximum of the minimum addition to the base, BSADMIN, and a 
proportion, CATCHUP, of the difference between APUMAX and ADJMCST. 
The minimum amount of local support (effort), ELMFFRT, is calculated as 
EARC valuation, BSVAL, times mill rate, ELMILLR, times a proportion: formula 








Next all the various aids are calculated. Aid to pupils in grades K-12, 
FAIDK12, is total resident pupil units, TOTRPU, times formula allowance, 
FALLOW, minus minimum local support, ELMFFRT. Aid to AVTI pupils, RVTAID 
is AVTI pupil units, RVTAPU, times formula allowance, FALLOW. Total aid, 
TOTAID, is the sum of the two aids, FAIDK12 and RVTAID. Total receipts, 
TOTRCPT, is the sum of total aid, TOTAID, and local support, ELMFFRT. 
Receipts per pupil unit, RCPTPU, is total receipts, TOTRCPT, divided by the 
sum of actual pupil units, APU, and AVTI pupil units, RVTAPU. 
Guaranteed aid, GUARAiH, is calculated to give each district as much in total 
receipts and receipts per pupi 1 unit as it received in 1972-1973. If total 
receipts, TOTRCPT, are less than 1972-1973 base receipts, BSRCPTS, then 
GUARANT is total aid, TOTAID, plus the difference between base year and total 
receipts, BSRCPTS-TOTRCPT. If total receipts are not less than base receipts, 
GUARANT is equal to TOTAID. If receipts per pupil, RCPTPU, are less than 
base year, 1972-1973, receipts per pupil, BRPU, then guaranteed aid, GUARANT, 
is recalculated as the maximum of GUARANT, as previously calculated, and the 
quantity: total aid, TOTAID, p·lus the difference between base year and 
current year receipts per pupil, BRPU-RCPTPU, times the sum of actual and 
AVTI pupil units, APU+RVTAPU. 
Foundation aid is the guaranteed aid, GUARANT, minus the total of other 
state aids, SAIDSUB • 
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ELMFFRT=BSVAL;',ELM I LLR;', (FALLOW/ APUMAX) 
FAIDK12=TOTRPU*FALLOW-ELMFFRT 
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747:.>ATIO ■ AFOC EN1~0LL, TO APIJ 
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747T01~L OF All PUPIL UNITS 
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747~IN LOC>'IL TAX EFFORT FOR SCHOO 
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747~10 PAIU FO? AvTI 
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RAFT Sample Request 
The following 31 pages contain a request which was processed by the RAFT 
staff in order to illustrate the capabilities described earlier in the 
manual. The Table of Contents for this request is: 
Section 1, pages 1-3: 
Section 2, page 4: 
Section 3, pages 5-30: 
Section 4, page 31: 
Print of the request as submitted by the user. 
Information on the user from his RAFT account 
is also printed. 
Dictionary descriptions of requested attributes 
along with the status of their data in RAFT file. 
This section may be deleted by the RAFT user if 
he does not fee 1 it necessary. 
Output from specific commands in the request. 
Estimated cost of this run. 
All RAFT output prints in this order - although of course Section 2 may 
be omitted i'f the user desires (see Section 3-18 for use of "NO" option). 
The output for all RAFT requests is page noted and dated in the upper right 
hand corner (when the page is held horizontally) as it appears in this 
request. The computer output here has been photo-reduced to 8 1/2 by 11 
inch size from the computer output whose page measures 11 by 15 inches • 
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GTDXNnt: n.non rHnPT nnu~~ ~RO~S TAX NOT FLIGI8LE FOR CR~ 
TA,r.r n.non rr □ rT nunos Tl\~ CPE"IT 
TnxNrr n.onu PPnrr noun& N~T ppon~~TY TAX 
.... ,--------·-· t nr.~:~---·-····----- ~. tl On Pf?.f'!P 1. /\ n O O 7 CH. P ~1.! 8f:NT /\GE 
C"M/\X 0,000 r~,)µT ;,runr r,n i·L~X!Mllt-' r.P,e!JTT 
--- -·····-------·-- f11'POPTX ···--·-------------·u.0011 .P?'1PT l\0U0(J i:p()fJC2TY IAX fl[FOPE en CP.EOIT 
GC~["IT n,1]00 . PQnpr l\0010 GROSS CIRCUIT-qRF:I\KER CREDIT 
........ r:r.RFnIT° ·······-····· n.ilOll . P~ClPT 110011 CJRC:UIT-'lf,lcAKEP C0 "0IT 
''poopc::rTY T/\X SFTTPIGS Ffli~ 1°/,, T'lIS ~10fl"L ASSUW'S HOf1fcSTF/\fl 'f"ffPFRrv. 
'., TflE llASIC··uii-'UT-is ·•xAPKET.iiALtii0 • OF f HOME::;H'Ao. r..ssr:~:c:r:c V/\LW IS 
\..., ·'JFFI'Jc-o TO flF t'Ai,'<ET VALUE /1:lJUSTF:fl D'i TH,: SALFS l?ATIO. TAXAfJLE VAL'lE 
·rs·r~ooucFo·ey··1\Ff'LYrnG·tHr· CLASSIFICI\TlOt-.J.PATIOS AMO LIMITS TO 
.:. A::i<:fSSlO V~Ll!f. TtiE MO[ll"l 1:O'1!-'UES CI!\C!JTT '!";:AKER CREOTT 111\Sc.O 
L, CJtJ HO'ISFHOLD H!CO"i:, 0/IP. _·:;_··06/111/lil 
·~--····. - ·-·-····-··----··-~·--···-··----··-~--- ---·---··-~-~---·~·-·--·~-·---· .. ~-----· , . ... 
•II 
\.., I·· •. -·· ······-·----- ..•...............•. ···-······ 
1'.,_J 
------ --·------------ ·-- -- ·---- --------------- --·- . 
'--' (.> 
'--' . .-------·--- - . ----· -------·--------·---- •·-·-
---·-··- ·····-·---------------- -•-----------·-·---------·----- ···-·-·-· ~ ,,, 
!IJ•··--·-·---~---··----· ----··-··--···-·--.... ---·····-•··-· ... ··•·•·•· 
:.> 
T O O L 
/\C:TTV, 
P/\f.E 7 
OAT[ PQT~TFO: 78/lQ/29. 
TIMF PRINTEn: 15.05.~2 • 
COMPONfNT 
/\ TTP![JllTF 011 VAl.llr.: 
Pf{OOT A000?177, ;>' 7) 
PRO PT AOOO~l77, ? • 7) 
PJWPT AOOll4177, 2, 7) 
PROPT AOOO'i177, 2. 7l 
r1~OPT .o~onr,177, ? • 7) 
PROPT 110007(77, ;>' 7) 
PROPT AOOOfll77, 2, 7) 
PROPT l\008'1177, 2,7) 
PROPT A0010177, 2,7) 
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-:-·-I 
R /\ P I n 
--------·-··-··· .... --···-·-··- ---
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/lN/\LYSIS FISCAL 
--;: LF.G/\L SETTIMG t-:!IMB17 R 3 FOR 1q7a 
I.., .... -·-···-·----·--sv}•tloi..TC ·----·-----□ i:F,1\ILT"''·• - -0!:rAtlLT . COMPOt!FNT 





~ I 0" .... ----- ..... ------. t , 0 IJ '1. 
VIILUr 40000.000 
· ··· ··--H1Mrcr1F --- ··--·12auri;ooa trnr1<:r.H0Ln INC0}1F. 
SL~~o 1on.~~o SLSR/\ Ano7n SALF5 RI\TTO 
,,.-·-· .. ··••· .. ••---·--•cHr1TLLP A4,'3'1i1 MJLLR !\0030. NOi-i /\(; P!"STO"'NTI/\L llnMEST[/\0 M 
LO Cfit'JL~r, 7(,.f,<',t, l!ILLP. ~OnJ:, /lG f~~S!"lFNTIAL hOt-'ESTEIIC 
---------·-- --- IH·ILUIC --- - t;,,47 tlILLR 1100211 [F.!=!T MILL RtHi.: 
L, ~·:-•~ ·------------·-11 ~~;~~-------···t~~~--- ----· .... t~o~/~;?~~ATES AG, r.T O NON-AG 
1
·:- CHIIRG':'', --- n.ooa Cl'/\PG!:S,llTIL,FUP.NITUf.'F.,l;TC 
:~;·· -------- ·-----· .. TF LG(,<;. - "n. 0 0 o··------ -- ....................... --- .... 1 =fl ornL Y, 11 I SIi RLF:D, 0TH ER=OTHE'" 
L ... CLRIIHM ·.ao HmESTEAIJ F.l\V CLI\SS RI\TIO 
:.~-
--· rLP. 1HIOH .• '.'?f,O ... -- ----- ... ·Nn:~-HOtl::'.STEA!1 CLASS R/\TTO. 
HKF/\VLH 1r;oon.ooq HOH\STFAO FAVORED LIMIT 
·-------------- ~!,1c 1~,~ ---···------·-·---- .,.,so··-------· 
f't1r::i1.•1 32s.uoo 
, ............. ·---· ---· -CL r,s<=,(-·-·---- ·7.5, U OIJ ................. ·•· ....... -....... .. 
CLBSS1 n.noo 
................. ----- ·r.L /13~2 ·--·- -·-:,,;oo.OOO 
c1.11ss3 ~ouon.nori 
--- .. -·- .. ·-· .... CL A S<;t, ? 1 ll 'l 0, fJ 0 rJ 
CLftS<;t:: 2?000.000 
' ,···-··---·- ---·--·-·--·ct n st:,,·-------.. :,:; o au~ a o o · ........ · · ... ·--· · 
HOMfST~IID CREOIT RATE 
HOH~srrAa CR[OIT LIMIT 
Nll/'-1'1>-R OF CUSSFS 
CLASS MIN I MUMS 
1...., :·.: Cl_/\.5<:7 ?40'10,000 
,. ·--·-------.. CL t ::,,:a-----·· ;,r: oo o. nu rr -----··----------··---·---.--------- ·· -
~ CLASS9 26 □ on.oon 
L, , -' ·-- -----·--·---·-·-c L n sst rJ .... ----·-·2 7 a~ o; o o o ···-· -· - ··· ....... --·-- · · 
CL~S<=11 ?~UIJ0.000 
,.: .... ···-·••·-·------ .. ---·r.u1 s,;12 ··.-- .... ;, ci o a 11. o iJ o ............ ·· · · 
1...., :.:'. CL/\S51-: 3!JOIJO.o □ n 
:·,----·-·-·--------Cl,. ss 1 If ··-··-----31 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 o--·----·-"· ....... 
~- Cl/\Ss1r; .:;;,ooo.oon 
1...., ·.:--·--·-----·-·-···-·-,:L/\SSlf, --·--··-3-:a~o;o □ o--·· ----
CL/\~<:17 ~4000.P.OIJ 
._. .................... _ ... CL nsc:111 ........ ·-:i:;n.on. oon ·· ·---·---
Gtnsst1 ~~oun.ooa 
· ................. ----·-•· r.L 11s i::2 n - - ·----· 1, 1 ono. oo n --- ... . 
cL11ss21 ~soon.nun 
1...., ,_., ·----,. L ~ s"' 2 2 ... - ..... ,,; :i on a • a o n 
r.·: r. LI\ S"'.,:; bF O !l O. 0 0 ~ 
~·•-------··--·- ·----···--cc ri·s·::;24--·--· ir' ou 11. o a 11 .. --·----.. 
1...., > CLI\S-::;!5 100000.0~Q 
:,::-------------·----· ·pc Lr. s ,;i--- ----- ... ·1 • o an· --- -·--- · 
_.., PC L n S S .~ l • r: U 1 
1...., ........ --····----·pcL I\ s··.., -· .---···----1. ,,o ~ ---·--- .. ---· 
PCLOS<:;11 J."-01 
CIRCIJIT ·nP.CAK~R PERCENTAGE. 
-···· -· ·-·-·--------p CL./\ S <: • 1 , ll □ rj ••-·----·•··•·•- .••.. --- ··-··· ......... . 
·------- -------------------·· . ··- ----------- ··-····-- ----
T O O L 
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DATE P~INTF~: 78/10/2q. 
TIMF.PRINTED: 15.05.42. 
ftCTIVF COMPONl"NT 





....... ····•--·-- .~.· 
1.-. 
100000.000 
SLSRA 1\0070177, n,7> 
MILLR A0010178, 0,71 





... .... . . .......... ·-.. •··-·I.,. 











. 220 □ 0. !JOO 
-· -. -. . .. ... . .. ?3IJ00.000 
2'½ o o a.no o 
............... ··25000. 000 




· 29000. noo 
:mono. ooo 
....... "31000. 000 
32IJ00.000 





1,r.; □ OIJ.!JO~ 







1. 61) IJ 
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•. ·--:i• ..... ·-------····-··----··· • Lr·-•• -.I 
. -- ------·- ----------------------------- -------------- - .. ---
- -1 
L ,··:, R n P I 'J 
•. ·1 .--·- - --- ··-•· .--·-----· ---· ····-··--- - .. ------·------- --- --····----- - . ·- .... ·--
11NALYSIS 
./ L[<;AL S?l T TN,~ Nll~lf""P. 
F I S C A L 
3 FOR 1978 
l,. ·sYl't)CL IC ------------□l:Ff,JL T 
NI\ME ___ vuw· 
1, ~ U 0 
------·- -- 1 • !1 U ~ 
1 • >l O 0 
--·------------ -
···nFF/\l'Lf 
,, TfR T[l'Jl F 
L- ---
PCL l\,<:r, 
rrL A 5':7 
P CL n St:-.~ 
P CL n ::;,;<1 ? • 0 0 Ll 
. PCLftSSln ?,"o~ 
I· PCLftS,11 ;,,aoo 
l,. PCLASS12 2,001 
Pr.L f\ s-:: l ~ .. --·- ·---------..,. n O 0 
PCLftS~14 ;,,?00 
-- ------------ --··-· - -------------\.., - PCL. /\S',1'.> ?,?1]0 
"CLl\~',16 ?,?On 
: :--· . ····-··--··---f;Clll ·ss(i' -·------ 2 ,? 0 n ·-·------··., ---
PCL~ SS18 2,208 
---------------- .. --------- ----- -----·-•·---------·-- -PCLI\S~tq ?,40D 
PCLtS~20 ?,EU" 
... -------·-- -------- -· ·-------- ---------- - ··----·-·-···· l'CLI\S:-;21 2. /JOO 
PCLns~22 ,.OQO 
- _. P CL ti SS2 3 j.? Ll O -·-·---------·--· 
l,. 1•• _______________ PCL r. sc-24 ____________ 7 • r,a o 
~ PCLn~r;,s 4,0on 
I 
r.LLn~s1 47~.ooo 
--- -- ---------···----- ---------------
-L-
o 
CCL n S~? 475,noo 
CCLftSS~ 47S,Ou~ 
CCL f- .Jr:-·1+ ·45 .~f: ~ 1 O ~-·-- --~-- ···~-
~ ,-- CCL /\S<:'.S 441,660 
~--------------cct. /\ s~ 6 ··4? s. o an 
IU CCL/\S~7 4oq,3,o 
\.., '- ' CCL A S ~ 11 3'-J 1. t: i, 0 
ccLns~~ 375,n~n 
t,: W•-" ,_, OrO•••• ••••--•~-•••-r:: r, L fJ S ~ 1 {f """ •--•-•- --•"37 fl I O Oh •w••w • •• •-- '" • ••• • 
l,. •:: C "LI\ .:.i S 11 ,r, r,. 0 0 0 
·----- -----· ----·r.c L n s ~1 ?.. --- --------~o o. o o rJ 
1 CCLI\SSl~ 
~ i-i. CCUS'S14 
U CCL ASSl ~ 
3e;r;, 0 '10 
J5G.OQQ 
345.noo 
I_.-·----·· -------·--·ccL ·As<= 1c-----·-31, ti, I) n ~ . 
l,. -- --------------CCLI\:;" 1 7 -------- ;n 'i. DO Q CCLISS1q ~30.0U~ 
CCLDS"19 325,0UQ 
l,. ,,, ---- ----- .. CCL t. S"2 fl .,?S, n U IJ -- - --- -·. 
r.: CCLI\SS?l 1?S,OOIJ 
'_ CCL ~.s-:22 ____ 325 io a o-------------·-------
cc Ln s"? 5 1?r;.001J 
CCLftSS2~ 3?r;,oo~ 
CCLrss2r. 32'i,O~O 
SFC:T TAil. ?00. noo 
p,•-1 r;,o • ;,u n 
... ---·-r.·: '2. fl 1/11 L ···-- ----- ·-·· !l, U 'l n PfUJf>T AOOOl 
COMPQWIJT 
l)L SCP! PT IC'I 
PAXTMUM ce CPFOIT 
J:"LncPLY,OTSl\nLFO IIDOITICN~l CR 
POfHION ·oF :?ENT FOR PROP TAX 
ASSt:SSE'l VI\UIC 
T O O l 
PI\GE g 
0/\TE PRI~TEO: 711/10/29. 
TIME PRI~TEO: 15,05,42, 
IICTIVt:- COMPONFNT 
ATTRinUT~ OR VALUE 
. -"---•···--·--
1 • /l O 0 
1.1100 
1, fl O 0 
Z.IJOO 
2.on~ 
?. 0 I) f) 
2, [JI) 0 
z.oon 
2.200 
?. • 20 ~ 
2.200 
2.200 . ----·· ....... --··· 
2.200 
2,400. 
? • f,:J I) 
2, ll IJ IJ 
3.000 
_3. ? 0 0 
3.51Jn 1,. o oo 
47'i.OOO 
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PROPT ~OIJ01(78, 3,71 
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·•·· .. ·····-·--···---·-1 ·i 
L o:i-·-···--c•· L' :~~ -· ·-- -· ~- -·-- . 
<.~-J 










R A P I D ANIILY5TS FISC/\L 
LEGAL SETTTNG NUMOF.R 3 FOR 1'378 
OFFAVLT rn~PON[NT 
ATTR18UTL C~SCRJPTTON 
l.- ~ rrxv,Lu J.non rqnpr ,onn2 TAXA"LE vaLUF 
---··----------- --- GT" .. X1~ 0 •. , ----.. ---··n.C) □ rJ -···p:-1'1i)T '\OOn7. f:l,'OSS TL\X ':L TGT8l[ FOR CPEOIT 
\v 
L 
GTI\V~'lC n.non PRUPT A □ On4 GROSS r,x NOT ELIGI3LE FOR CRF 
TAVSP ····-· ·········ri.ooo PR'lPT AlllJ~Cj TAX CK"'HT 
T/\YN=T 0.001 PR'lPT ~nan~ NFT PROP~RTY TAX 
!i_•·····•• 
.. (' r,pr.-p· .. ··---·•--·---- - ~. 0 0 0 P C,,')PT n O O O 7 . r.'1 .. PE',' CC:N T I\GF. 
Cl\:1~Y n.ooo PROPT AOOOP C'1 MAXIMUM CRFIJTT 
···nrrOPTX ··- o.oon ·-·P'.s,PT Anor,g p•:>QP':1-!TY TAX nnori:: cci CRFIJIT 
GCL'fOTT n.noo Pf~()PT ,,001.n G1?0SS ClRCIJIT-!}RfAl<ER CREDIT 
l·· ---------------- CC Pt:-'} T T ... ·-· . 0 • 0 0 I) 0 1m PT I\ 0 n 11 CI ·~c U IT- '·1 r.' F.: ,, KER C RI: 0 IT 
,·-p 0 QPJ:"RJY TAX SC:TTfrJGS FOR 19?11. HITS MOGEL ASSl!MES H0'1FSE,o PR0°1:'RfY. 
'.'THE 1Asrc··rt,IPIJT-F HARKET-VALUE··oF il, hOMESTf./\D •. 11ss1:ssr=o V~LI!': TS 
orFIN[O TO -or= M1'.!''<ET 1/ALUF AfJJUSED PY HE SAL[S FI\TIO. TAXAGLF. VI\LIJf 
rs·r~O[)lJCF[l TY t.Fr'LYING me- CL.:l::i<;IFICATIO'J .PATIOS ANO LIMITS TO 
: A ... ~~"S'.:;t..D VAllll. Tl--lE l~O!JFL IS I\LSn S"T UP TfJ OC:TlRMINI: CTFC 1JIT "REI\KEf! 
CP.EDir·usING fJnUStHOLil P1COM!:,· pr=rn;· ill\P -- 6/13/i'tl --
l'I 





.. ~ --------- -- ------- -· ------·-•·•-. --· .. --------- -------·--·· 
··-•·•···--·•-·--·----------------··-·· .. ····---····--
T 0 0 L 
ACTIVF 
PAGE 10 
OAlF PRINTED: 7/l/10/Zq. 
TIME PRINTEO: 1s.oc;;.42. 
COMPOMENT 
ATTO.I8UTF OR VALIJ1:' 
P~OPT A0002(71l, 3, 7) 
PROPT l\0003(78, :I, 7) 
PfsOPT I\ 1001i ( 7 ll, 1,71 
PROflT I\IJOIJ5(71l, 1' i') 
PRO PT 1\0006(7/l, 1, 7l 
PRQDT A0007(78, 1, 7 l 
r>Rr>PT 11000/l(?H, ,) '7) 
PPOPT AQ80'3C71l, 3' 7l 
PPl"lPT 1\1)010(78, 1, 7) 
PROPT 110011(78, 3, 7l 
,. ··- ~- ·-· ..• , •· •·· 









. -----·--•-·--···-···- --------------- -··------- -- -----
(:•• .. ! •-• ••••••-•-•••• -•-•---•-h••------•-••----
------·-····-·-·----
L :·:) ---------------------·-· 
·,·-! 
l.. 
L ~MINMFl\rOLTS (9911 
""LIN() LI\KC<; (1?) 
:. CI ~CL F PIN r <; ( 1 2 l 
1 • 
-·--- ·-·--- . -- .. 2. 
~ . 
L ·cirnrv.n c1121 ,;.--
MTN'CJRISTr. (?77) r,, 
cr_ii.ii, ,~APiflS C 11) f,. 
,T PAIIL ( 62Sl 
r,P A MPL TN .. ( 11 l ··- -~·-·---··-- ··~··--· '. n. 
HOPk'I'lS (27 1d 9, 
1.,.. --J100~LYN-PK(?7'·1-270l 1n. 
,.,-;M:,PL': GfWVF t27°) 11, 
PROf'T 




91 'i, ,, 11 u 
agg. 1c,1 
fl HJ, 7 /li 
-'l 7(,. tj3i1 













1 C • 




1 ,, • 
~-·,c;riLDFi~ VAL (27c--flll 1?, ~l ~ s··. ,; { r; ........ ··-~·-·· 1 ":. 2G, 
f-'Hlti'"TONKA (276) \;~. 863.:U? 
: EX CF LS TOR-"(?. 7 El------------- ---14 :· -- - 859, 0 o,i 
::E,\ST f1FTHF~ (15) 1r;, 115/l,922 
oss<'0-·t21g1-· 1s. si5~ •. ,;;, 
,,.8ELL<e PLAIN" (71G1 l7, 851.1113 
CliAtlH/\SSEli-(112 1,:v-·--·-·------r/l:-····- ,%1; :.H l 
tCH YOPF (281l _______ 1°. 8110,293 
COR<'Oi<Mf""cr.n,· 2(). 1Ll':!,tl7') 









MOUN") (277) ____ ?.1, '.1Jll.45t 
ilLOUMJ°Nr.T,m-·t27J) 2?., !IJi.71,'j 
N 11FOIM/\ (271ll 23, ll27,2U6 
rST MJTi-lONY···(2P2J'<°'I···-· 
L, ;·.:RaOPI~~sr.nLE (2P.1) ?tj. 
,:,:ST L(Jt)Is· f'>Ai/K (2Rn ·----------·-2r-,. 
,.dl::EPHI\VUI (?7Sl n. 
I.., <.'RIC:HFT"L'l- <2~ □ l ---------------- ?i:i, 
COTTJ\r.E GP Cl' ~j l 29, 
L:riA Y ro N ·· ( 1~1 > ,·,~ ···· · · -·-- ···· h·---------~- Jn. 
I.., ;:~[)l~OOKl.YN ".T (?.HJ 31. 
::,c:iU, I Ne.· -- ( lfj l Ml - - .... ----•----••- ---- :,? . 
,,.Nrw '1.;Ir.HTON (6211 .53. 
L : PF'l Of{ L /\KE ··c /j 9 I --- ----------· ·,4, 
(';l\'IOK/\ (11) ____ 3':i, 
, •[Q~N "rip,\Jfirr---(27~)·· 






iJ 1 g, r; II?. 




7 9?., 21, ~ 
7ug.n51 
787.741 
7/1';. r.,J ~ 
779,211 
71/J, 519 
7 7 P,. 2,:,1 
767,!,~9 
?GS. lj 71 
\.., '•lf1/Jl/Nf'lS VTFH (C';?l) 1+0:· 76 1,,459 
,:S"'RING LAKF PK (1(,J•. 
:''.'="IMA. (273)·---··---·-------
L ·:.wHI E 'k/\f·/ L (r,2 11 l '" 
·C?'l"TAL (291-271 
--'LITTLE CI\NA"~ rr,;>11 
I.., SHOf',i:'·'000 L?7f:l 
~OIJTH ST P~IIL ( r 1r.,i 
'~ t . 7 5 7 .. ,, .J 6 
ltZ. 75r:l. s1i"~·--· 
43. 753, ll 51 
.4 1+, .. 74rJ. l1 1;:,,.) 
1, S, 7 4 8. ~ 51 
!; 6. 7 t, 4 , 7 3 ,j 
l.7, 71,1,.11·1 
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. 4 5, 
7<;~. 050 
73", 0 ~1 
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. 71-'I, n 1 -'I 
71fl;5.~9 'JI\LlNI\.TS ins (E24l r,:~. 
1'·RrJS[t1OUNT··r1%l r;4, 66, fi60,'"l~ 
L ;·!F•'IOLFY (141 5r;, 
ST ILU~'A rl:r.\ . < 8 3 4 l ...... ---··- -- ·-·,:: b ,··· . 
,, 11 • 7 1 ·1 • r, 7 n 
. ,, 6 , 7 21, , :H O .. 
>H11M LI\KE (11.J ____ · r;7, 722,'.>6.1 60, f,').{,51,t 
L :~.I'JOfPF'NCEtJr-c· (2711) •~g~·--. 713~Gl+4 ..... -·· .... SP, hCJ7,t;7D 
''·RO<;':VILlt (h?.3) ____ r,g, 7111,002 62, 676,872 
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FLOW CHART OF DICTIONARY PROCESSING: CREATE DICTIONARY FILE 
( BEGIN ) 
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DATA BASE FOR.."'1ATION 
BEGIN 



















DI SPLAY ERRORS 
Diagnostic 
ACCOUNT IS CLOSED 
A CHANGE IN THE STARTING POINT MUST 
BE THE FIRST CHANGE IN A STRING 
OF CHANGES. 
ALL OF THE OBSERVATIONS IN. THE 
DISTRIBUTION ARE MISSING OR 
ZERO. STATISTICS NOT COMPUTED. 
DATA IS NOT AVAILABLE FOR THIS YEAR. 
DUPLICATE NAMES USED IN DECLARITIVE 
DUPLICATE REGION NAMES 
EITHER A VARIABLE WHICH RECEIVES 
. RANKS OR ONE WHICH IS TO BE 
RANKED IS MISSING. 
END CARD MISSING AND THEREFORE 
ASSUMED. 
ERRORS IN COMPILATION OF COMMANDS 
EXECUTION ABORTED 
ERRORS IN RETRIEVING DATA 
EXECUTION ABORTED 




The requested account is closed and thus 
this job cannot be processed. 
When this error occurs a flag is set so 
end processing will not be done and 
routine =SKIPEND= is called to skip to 
the next job. 
A change starting point change must be 
the first change. Ignore the change 
and use the default. 
Al I of the observations are missing 
or zero and therefore the statistics 
are not computed. 
No data exists for this year since 
there is no sub-index for this year. 
A level or county name was given 
twice or more on the input record. 
A region name was given twice or 
more on the input record. 
Missing variable in RANK command. 
A variable which receives the ranks 
or one which is to be ranked is missing. 
END statement missing. 
There was one or more errors encount-
ered in retrieving the needed data 
from mass storage. 
There was one or more errors in 
compilation, thus correct code cannot 
be generated. This can be corrected 
by finding and correcting the error in 
the users command. 
No main COMPARE variable specified. A 







DI SPLAY ERRORS 
Diagnostic 
ERROR: NO VARIABLE SPECIFIED TO 
COMPARE WITH THE MAIN COMPARE 
VARIABLE 
ERROR - NO X VARIABLES SPECIFIED 
FOR PLOT 
ERROR - NOY VARIABLE SPECIFIED FOR 
PLOT 
FIRST CHARACTER OF SECOND HALF OF 
ATTRIBUTE OR VARIABLE NAME IS NOT 
A LETTER FOR XXXXX 
INCORRECT STATEMENT 
INDEX KEY UNKNOWN IN PRINTLSC 
INDEX=XXXXPOINTER(OCTAL)=XXXX 
INDEX NUMBER OUT OF RANGE IN PRINTLSC 
INDEX= POINTER OCTAL= 
ILLEGAL ACCOUNT NUMBER 
ILLEGAL ELEMENT APPEARS IN AN 
ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION. LEGAL 
ELEMENTS ARE: VARIABLES, 
ATTRIBUTES, CONSTANTS, OPERATORS 
ILLEGAL ENTRY TO LIST STRUCTURE 
A3-2 
Significance 
No variable to compare against main 
COMPARE variable. A message is printed 
and the job aborts. 
No ·X variables were specified for the 
plot. A message is printed and the 
scan stops. 
No Y variable was specified for the 
plot. A message is printed and the 
scan stops. 
The first character in an attribute 
number must be a letter. 
This statement is illegal - it is 
ignored and the next statement is 
processed. 
There is an illegal account number on 
the request card. This occurs for two 
reasons: 
1. It is not an integer 
2. The account number has 
not been established and 
therefore is not in the 
account file. 
When this error occurs a flag is set 
so end processing will not be done and 
routine 11 SKIPEND11 is called to skip to 
the next job. 
Illegal element appears. 
An i 11 ega I key was passed to 11 L I ST I N11 • 






ILLEGAL LEVEL OR COUNTY NAME 
ILLEGAL tWMBER 
ILLEGAL REGION NAME 
ILLEGAL VARIABLE TYPE FOR PLOT 
LENGTH OF RECEIVING VARIABLE IS 
XXXX AND IS TOO SHORT TO HOLD ALL 
SORTED VALUES. THE FIRST VALUES 
WILL BE STORED. 
LENGTH OF RECEIVING VARIABLE IS XXXX 
AND IS TOO SHORT TO HOLD ALL RANKS. 
THE FIRST RANKS WILL BE STORED. 
LENGTH OF VAR I ABLES TO HOLD DATA 
AND RANKS IS XXXXX AND IS GT THAN 
SPACE AVAILABLE 
LENGTH OF STRING LESS THAN OR EQUAL 
TO ZERO 
LENGTH OF VARIABLES TO HOLD SORTED 
AND CARRIED DATA IS XXXXX AND IS GT 
THAN SPACE AVAILABLE 
LIST OVERFLOW: THE SIZE OF LIST AND 
THE FIELD LENGTH MUST BE INCREASED 
N= INDEX= STYLE FOR STATUS FILE: 
NO REGION OR COUNTIES SPECIFIED 
NO X VARIABLE FOUND WHEN ATTEMPTING 
TO SCALE THE PLOT 
A3-3 
A level or county name on the input re-
cord does not exist. 
There is a illegal character in the 
input BCD number. 
A region name on the input record does 
not exist. 
The attribute, variable, or constant to 
be used in the plot was illegal. A 
message is printed and the scan stops. 
The rece1v1ng variable is too short 
to hold all the ranks for the given 
variable. As many as possible will 
be stored. 
There is not enough space available 
to process this rank statement. It 
wi 11 be ignored. 
Length of string less than or= zero. 
There is not enough space available 
to process this SORT statement. It 
wi 11 be ignored. 
The linked list structure has over-
flowed bounds. Increase dimension of 
11 LIST11 • See RAFT analyst. 
Defective index control word for 
status file. 
A region or county statement does not 
exist. 









ONLY COMPLEX VARIABLES AND 
ATTRIBUTES CAN BE TITLED. 
OPERATOR-OPERATOR OR OPERAND-
OPERAND APPEARS IN AN ARITHMETIC 
STATEMENT 
PAGE LIMIT SET TO DEFAULT OF PAGES. 
PAGES PRINTED EQUALS PAGE LIMIT OF 
xxxx. 
PLOT DATA LARGER THAN AVAILABLE 
SPACE 
PSN= INDEX= NUMBERED KEY GT 
DICTIONARY INDEX LENGTH 
PSN= INDEX= NUMBERED KEY GT INDEX 
LENGTH 
PSN= INDEX= NUMBERED KEY GT STATUS 
INDEX LENGTH 
PSN= INDEX= NUMBERED KEY NOT FOUND IN 
INDEX 
PSN= INDEX= STYLE FOR DATA FILE: 
REQUEST CARD MISSING 
SECOND CHARACTER OF SECOND HALF OF 
ATTRIBUTE OR VARIABLE NAME IS NOT 
A NUMBER FOR XXXXX 
SIMPLE VARIABLE=COMPLEX VARIABLE IS 
NOT PRACTICAL ONLY THE FIRST 
UNIT OF THE COMPLEX VARIABLE WILL 
BE REPLACED ACROSS THE= SIGN. 
A3-4 
Significance 
Only complex variables and attributes 
can be titled. Simple variables cannot 
be titled. 
Simultaneous operators or simultaneous 
operands. 
The page limit was not specified or was 
specified incorrectly and thus it was 
set to the default value. 
Pages printed equals page limit speci-
fied. 
Space needed for plot scratch array 
.GT. space available in CM. 
Index number key is negative, zero, 
or GT then dictionary index length. 
Defective index control word for 
dictionary file. 
Index number key is negative, zero, 
or GT then status index length. 
Index number key is negative, zero, 
or GT then data index length. 
Defective index control word for data 
file. 
First statement is not request state-
ment. 
The second character in an attribute 
number must be a numeric digit. 
Informative message indicating that 
constant is to be replaced by an array. 
Since this is not possible only the 
first element of the array will be put 
in the constant . 
DISPLAY ERRORS 
Diagnostics 
STRING IS LONGER THAN 10 CHARACTERS. 
SYNTAX ERROR - DELIMITER EXPECTED 
BUT NOT FOUND 
SYNTAX ERROR - SIMPLE PLOT VARIABLE 
EXPECTED 
SYNTAX ERROR - UNRECOGNIZED PLOT 
VARIABLE 
SYSTEM ERROR: ALL OF THE UNITS FOR. 
CANNOT BE QUALIFIED DUE TO THE 
SIZE OF THE QUALIFYING BUFFERS. 
SOME UNITS MAY BE LOST. 
SYSTEMS ERROR IN ROUTINE DATALOC -
INSUFFICIENT CM 
SYSTEM ERROR: THERE IS NOT ENOUGH 
ROOM IN EXTENDED CORE FOR A 




The string is longer than 10 characters, 
the last 10 characters are kept, others 
a re ignored. 
The next expected element in the state-
was a simple variable indicating what 
the attribute or variable it labels 
should be used for in the plot, and the 
simple variable .was missing. A message 
is printed and the scan stops. 
The simple variable label was not re-
cognized as one of the legal possibili-. 
ties which are: Y,Xl,X2,X3,X4,X5. A 
message is printed and the scan stops. 
The length of the current ATT or VAR 
is longer then the length of the qua! i-
fying work areas (specifically, array 
11 IWDATA11 and 11 IWKID11). The length of 
the work areas (11MAXLEN 11 ) needs to be 
increased. If 11QUALIFY11 is being 
cal led from 11 0ATARD11 then the increase 
can be made by increasing 11 NCM11 in 
common block /C/ since 11 DATARD 11 dynami-
ca 11 y sets 11MAXLEN 11 based on the ava i 1-
ab le space in array 11 LIST11 which re-
sides in blank common. Of course, the 
demens ion of 11 LI ST11 wi 11 need to be 
increased equally and simultaneously. 
See RAFT analyst. 
There is not enough CM to do even one 
READ of the data. The amount of CM 
on 'the job card must be increased and 
the variable 11NCW 1 must be changed 
accordingly. See RAFT analyst. 
More ECS is needed. Increase amount 
available and increase variable 11 NECQ11 
in common block /C/ by the data state-










THE BASE IS NOT AN ATTRIBUTE, OR 
COMPLEX VARIABLE - STATEMENT 
IGNORED. 
THE BASE STATEMENT IS ILLEGAL WHEN 
THE REQUEST STATEMENT INDICATES 
THAT NO QUALIFYING WILL BE DONE. 
THE CALCULATOR DOES NOT EXIST 
THE DATA BUFFER IS OF INSUFFICIENT 
LENGTH TO PROCESS THIS ATTRIBUTE. 
IT SHOULD BE INCREASED FROM XXXX 
TO XXXX. 
THE LEGAL SETTING MUST BE A POSITIVE 
INTEGER CONSTANT 
THE LEGAL SETTING NUMBER MUST BE A 
POSITIVE INTEGER CONSTANT 
THE LEGAL SETTING OF AN ATTRIBUTE 
HAS NOT BEEN PREVIOUSLY DEFINED 
THE LEGAL SETTING OF XXXX HAS NOT 
BEEN DEF I NED 
THE LEGAL SETTING OF XXXXX HAS 
BEEN ESTABLISHED 
THE LEGAL SETTING FOR XXXXX IS NOT AN 
INTEGER CONSTAN°T 
THE LEVEL FOR XXXXX IS NOT AN INTEGER 
CONSTANT 
THE LEVEL FOR XXXXX MUST BE BETWEEN 
XXXX AND XXXX INCLUSIVE 
THE LEVEL NUMBER IS NOT AN INTEGER 
l - 7 
THE LEVEL OF IS NOT BETWEEN XXXX 
AND XXXX INCLUSIVE 
A3-6 
Significance 
The base given on the base statement is 
not an attribute, or complex variable. 
The statement is ignored. 
The base statement cannot be specified 
when the request statement indicates 
that no qua] ifying will be done. Quali-
fying is impossible since the ID=S 
which are the bases for qualification 
do not exist. 
Calculator specified does not exist. 
The array 11 LIST 11 is not long enough to 
allow processing of the current attri-
bute. The dimension of 11 LIST11 must be 
increased and 11 NCM11 in common block 
/C/ must be increased accordingly. 
See RAFT analyst. 
Legal setting number must be an integer 
constant. 
Legal setting not a positive integer 
constant. 
The legal setting was not defined 
before it was used. 
Legal setting not defined yet. 
Legal setting previously established. 
The legal setting must be an integer. 
A level number must be an integer. 
The level must be within given bounds. 
Level is not within bounds. 
DI SPLAY ERRORS 
Diagnostics Significance • 
-------------
THE NUMBER OF GOVERNMENT UNITS TO BE 
READ IS NOT CONSISTANT FOR ALL 
VARIABLES. THE NUMBER OF UNITS 
FOR THE FIRST ATTRIBUTE OR VARIABLE 
WILL BE USED. 
THE QUALIFY STATEMENT IS ILLEGAL WHEN 
THE REQUEST STATEMENT INDICATES 
THAT NO QUALIFYING WILL BE DONE 
THE SIZE OF THE DATA BUFFER DEMANDS 
THAT ONLY THE FIRST DATA ITEMS 
WILL BE PROCESSED. 
THE SORT KEY VARIABLE OR A VARIABLE 
TO RECEIVE THE SORTED RESULTS OR 
A VARIABLE TO BE SORTED IS MISSING. 
THE SUBSTITUTE FOR THE COMPONENT IS 
ILLEGAL 
THE SUM OF A SIMPLE VARIABLE OR 
CONSTANT IS THE SIMPLE VARIABLE 
OR CONSTANT ITSELF. 
THE YEAR FOR ATTRIBUTE XXXX MUST BE 
AN INTEGER CONSTANT 
THE YEAR MUST BE AN INTEGER_CONSTANT. 
BETWEEN XXXX AND XXXX 
THE YEAR OF XXXX IS NOT BETWEEN 
XXXX AND XXXX INCLUSIVE 
THE YEAR FOR XXXXX MUST BE BETWEEN 
XXXX AND XXXX INCLUSIVE 
THERE CAN BE ONLY ONE REPLACEMENT 
SYMBOL IN AN ARITHMETIC STATEMENT 
THERE MUST BE FIVE CHARACTERS IN THE 
SECOND HALF OF AN ATTRIBUTE OR 
VARIABLE NAME FOR XXXXX THE FIRST 
CHARACTER IS A LETTER AND THE NEXT 
FOUR ARE INTEGERS. 
A3-7 
The number of units to be read is not 
the same as the number for the first 
data item. The number of units for 
_the first data item will be used. 
The QUALIFY statement is illegal when 
the REQUEST statement indicates that 
no qualifying will be done. The 
statement is ignored. 
There is not enough CM to process all 
data items in this attribute - as many 
as poaaible will be processed. 
A variable which receives the sorted 
results or one which is to be sorted 
or the sort key is missing. 
The component to be changed is non-
existent. The error flag is increased 
and compilation continues. 
The sum of a simple variable or constant • 
is the simple variable or constant it-
se 1 f. 
The year must be within given bounds. 
Year must be integer constant within 
RANGE. 
Year is not within bounds. 
The year must be specified as a two 
digit integer. 
Multiple replacement symbols. 
There must be 5 characters in an 





DI SPLAY ERRORS 
Diagnostics 
THIS STATEMENT MUST CONTAIN VARIABLES 
OR ATTRIBUTES 
UNABLE TO MOVE THE FOLLOWING NEEDED 
ATTRIBUTE OR VARIABLE TO EXTENDED 
CORE STORAGE - RUN TERMINATED 
VARIABLE IS UNDEFINED. THE DEFAULT 
WILL BE USED FOR THIS COMPONENT. 
VARIABLE IS UNDEFINED 
Y AND X VARIABLES HAVE UNEQUAL 
LENGTHS: Y LENGTH=XXXX X LENGTH= 
xxxx 
XXXXX CANNOT HAVE A LEGAL SETTING 
XXXX IS AN ILLEGAL STARTING POINT. 
DEFAULT STARTING POINT WILL BE 
usrn. 
XXXX IS NOT A LEGAL CALCULATOR 
COMPONENT NAME 
XXXX IS NOT A LEGAL LEVEL NAME. THE 
DEFAULT LEVEL. WILL BE ASSUMED 




There is an element in this statement 
that is not a variable or an attribute. 
The attribute or variable being pro-
cessed cannot be moved from MS to EC 
because of lack of space in EC. The 
variables 11 NEC 11 and 11 NECQ11 in common 
block /C/ need to be increased by the 
length printed. Also, the ECS field 
length needs to be increased equally 
and simultaneously. See RAFT analyst~ 
The variable used as a substitute is 
undefined at this point. The component 
change is ignored and the default attri-
bute will be used in this calculator. 
Variable is used before it has been 
defined. 
Data to be read in to CM for X or Y. 
variable didn 1 t fit in the space avail-
able. 
Only complex variables can have legal 
settings. 
Illegal starting point indicated. The 
default starting point will be used. 
Component substitute must be a constant, 
complex-variable, or attribute. The 
error flag is increased and compilation 
continues. 
The given level name is not in the 
table. The default level number is 
assumed. 





DATA ON DECK XX FOR YEAR XXXX WILL 
UPDATE EXISTING DATA 
DATARD DATA ALREADY PROCESSED FOR 
UNIT***** WITH POSITION XXXXX. 
PREVIOUS UNIT ID WAS XXXXX. 
CURRENT UNIT ID IS XXXXXX. 
DATARD DATA CARD DECK NAME DOES NOT 
MATCH HEADER CARD DECK NAME CARD 
NO. XXXXX 
DATARD DATA CARD DECK YEAR DOES NOT 
MATCH HEADER CARD DECK YEAR CARD 
NO. XXXXX 
DATARD ILLEGAL DATA ON FOLLOWING 
CARD NO. XXXXX 
DATARD NO UNIT FILING POSITION FOUND 
FOR CARD NO. XXXXX 
DRVDATA ERROR: DECK HEADER CARD 
EXPECTED BUT NOT FOUND. 
UNIT INFORMATION FOR YEAR XXXX WAS 
NOT FOUND. EXECUTION ABORTED. 
XXXXXXXX WAS NOT FOUND IN THE 
DICTIONARY SUB-INDEX OR INDEX. 
A4-l 
Significance 
Informative: Data in new deck wi 11 
replace corresponding data in old deck. 
The first unit's data will be used. 
Data card deck name doesn't match name 
on header card. Message printed, read 
next data card. 
Year on data card doesn 1 t match year 
on deck header card. Message printed, 
read next data card. 
Recovery from fatal error 78 - illegal 
data in field. Backspace and exit from 
routine. 
Card is rejected. 
Recovery from fatal error 104. The 
unit information for a given year was 
not found. (The index for that year 
was = 0) 
Recovery from fatal error 104. Handled 
by 11 lffERRX11 • The attribute being pro-









CARD IDENTIFIER XXXXXX DOES NOT 





Illegal attribute name, print message 
and skip processing. 
DRVDICT ILLEGAL DIRECTIVE XXXXXXXXXX Error in directive card (unrecognizable 
text), print error message and exit. 
ILLEGAL ATTRIBUTE NAME XXXXXXXX 
ILLEGAL DIRECTIVE,3AlO 
XXXXX.XXXXX IS AN UNAVAILABLE 
DICTIONARY ENTRY 
AS-1. 
Illegal card identifier, print message 
and continue. 
Secondary directive not recognizable to 
this routine, print error message and 
exit. 
Attribute entry specified for deletion 
does not exist, print error message 
before reading next secondary directive • 
APPENDIX 6 
DRVUN IT ERRORS 
Diagnostic 
ERROR--DUPLICATE I.D. NUMBERS AT 
POSITION 
ERROR--ILLEGAL COUNTY NO. ON CARD 
ERROR--ILLEGAL LEVEL NO. ON CARD 
ERROR--ILLEGAL REGION NO. ON CARD 
LOCMTCH ERROR: UNIT LEVEL DID NOT 
HAVE MATCHING LOCATION. LOCATION 
SHOULD BE AT POSITION 
UNIT CARDS FOR XXXX CONTAINED ERRORS. 
EXECUTION ABORTED. 
YEAR FOR THJS DECK NOT WITHIN LEGAL 
RANGE EXECUTION ABORTED. 
A6-l 
Significance 
Duplicate ID no.s were found. A message 
is printed showing the position of the 
duplicates and the ID no. 
Error in county no. Same processing as 
level error. 
Error in level no. Decrement card 
counter and print card image. Read 
next card unless level is finished. 
Error in region no. Same processing 
as level error. 
No location found that matches with 
a given unit from a higher level. A 
message is printed showing the level 
and ID of the unit with no location. 
The year for the units about to be pro-
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